
f the change outside of
your organization is
faster than the change

inside your organization,
the end is near, cautioned
keynote Peter Sheahan
during the Professional

Beauty Association’s 4th Annual Executive
Summit. Here’s what’s happening outside:

• Consumers are in charge of your brand—
and our industry. They demand to control
their beauty experiences. And they demand
to learn, connect and buy online.

• They value what influencers and friends
say about your brand more than what you
say about it.

• Artificial Intelligence—and 8-year-olds—
are designing tomorrow’s beauty experiences. 

• Amazon owns more and more of the
beauty marketplace—including pro beauty.

• Great leaders drive transformation and
disruption.

Get more perspectives from your
colleagues, beginning on page 8. 

All my best,

by Jayne Morehouse
CEO, Beauty Industry Report
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How to capture
DSC mindshare
By Nick Conyngham

hether your brand is sold by one of the
major national distributors, independent

regional distributors or a combination, you are
facing a much greater battle for distributor
salon consultant mindshare than ever before. 

Some distributors market more than a
dozen color brands and two dozen hair care
lines. It’s difficult for DSCs to promote this
vast number of products—and most don’t try.
Most aggressively promote three to five color
brands and five to seven hair care lines.
Obviously, they take orders for any product
the distributor offers, but they aggressively
promote a few brands they know well.

Because of the large number of brands
they carry, many distributors have limited the
contact brands have with DSCs. As a result,
communication has become more difficult. It’s
harder for brand representatives to get
permission to make a presentation at monthly
sales meetings, and distributors have reduced
the amount of promotional materials they
will hand out to DSCs, often limiting it to
electronic materials only.

With a new year beginning, this is an
excellent time to evaluate the effectiveness
of your distribution channel. Do DSCs have
reasons to promote your brand over your
competitors? You can motivate DSCs—and
their sales managers—to help achieve your
sales and marketing objectives through a
professionally-designed engagement program.

One of the most effective ways for a
brand to engage DSCs is via an ongoing
umbrella engagement program that
encompasses all of its sales/marketing goals:
increasing sales to existing salon accounts,
opening new doors, increasing year-over-year
sales, supporting new product introductions,
reinforcing educational initiatives and even
promoting the brand’s salon loyalty program.
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According to Reuters, Coty and other
luxury brands have scored a landmark
victory in their bid to stop retailers from
selling their products on online platforms
such as Amazon and eBay, when Europe’s
top court backed their right to protect their
image. The issue is significant in Europe,
whose companies account for 70% of global
luxury goods sales. 

Luxury owners have long waged a battle
against what they see as free riders cashing
in on their exclusivity and branding. Online
platforms such as Amazon and eBay, in turn,
say online sales curbs are anti-competitive
and hurt small businesses.

The Court of Justice of the EU ruling
came in case C-230/15 Coty Germany
involving Coty’s German subsidiary and
German retailer Parfumerie Akzente, which
sells Coty’s goods on sites against Coty’s
wishes. A German court had sought guidance
on whether banning online sales on third-
party sites restricted competition.

“A supplier of luxury goods can prohibit
its authorized distributors from selling those
goods on a third-party internet platform,”
the ECJ said. “Such a prohibition is
appropriate and does not, in principle, go
beyond what is necessary to preserve the
luxury image of the goods.” The ruling carries
legal weight across the 28-nation EU.

“After years of uncertainty, this means
luxury brands can determine how they are
placed on digital platforms, and it is a clear
ruling for the protection of luxury brands’
image, the defense of our teams’ work and
the protection of consumers’ rights and
information,” the company said.

“This judgment sets the principles for the
EU. Germany will have to align with
European case law and accept this kind of
restriction unless it contradicts conditions in
competition law,” said a competition lawyer,
who declined to be named. Stay tuned.

According to Bloomberg, L’Oréal SA is
releasing its first fully plant-based
coloring, as consumers’ definition of
naturalness and product safety evolves.
The new vegan product is called Botanea.
It’s aimed at boosting the world’s biggest
cosmetics maker’s weakest-performing
division. L’Oréal’s professional-products unit,
which sells hair-care items via salons, has
been the company’s slowest-growing for
seven consecutive quarters, as sales of
makeup and skin care race ahead, says
Bloomberg. Gray hair has become a trend on
the silver screen and in the streets, as
consumers become increasingly wary of
chemical ingredients.

“We’ve managed to marry naturalness
with a professional result without
compromising on either point,” Marion
Brunet, head of the L’Oréal Professional
brand, said. Previous plant-based dyes had a
limited palette and color intensity. Botanea
will be introduced at European salons in
May, according to the company.

L’Oréal also introduced a new line of
vegan hair-care products called Source, after
expanding its portfolio of natural shampoo
and styling aids by acquiring Pureology in
2007. Until now, the company’s researchers
have struggled to come up with alternatives
to hair dyes that could eliminate ammonia
and other chemicals while still delivering a
professional result.

L’Oréal accounts for about a third of the
$11 billion global hair-color market, according
to data from Euromonitor International.
L’Oréal’s shampoos and styling products are
also the world leaders, with a market share
of nearly 10%. But sales in the professional-
products unit were down slightly in 2017,
falling 0.3% to 2.5 billion euros ($2.9 billion)
in the nine months through September. That
compares with a 2% increase in the market
for professional products, according to the
company’s own estimates.

“Natural beauty is enjoying a strong
growth, as major brands obviously try to
seize the trend, but the lack of clear
definition makes it difficult to quantify,” said
Nicolaus Jouan, an analyst at Euromonitor.
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The key is to build an encompassing
program, so that by achieving multiple
objectives, DSCs will enjoy meaningful
earnings and more DSCs will market your
products far more aggressively.

While many contests only inspire star
performers, a well-conceived umbrella
program will motivate all DSCs—stars, core
performers and even lower-performing sales
consultants. It can also influence new DSCs to
make your brand one of those they
aggressively promote. This is especially
important in an industry that has more than
25% sales consultant turnover annually.

An umbrella motivation program is results-
oriented. If DSCs don’t achieve set goals, they
don’t earn rewards. The program website has
everything DSCs and sales managers need to
know—rules, awards catalog, earnings
statement, as well as news about your
company and brand. Engaged DSCs will visit
the website frequently, allowing your brand to
communicate directly with them—announcing
bonuses, promoting new product
introductions and targeted products, and
supporting your education initiatives. Mission
accomplished.

______________________________
Nick Conyngham is president of Conyngham

Performance Group. He and his
team provide strategic business-
building ideas from incentive and
recognition programs to
customer loyalty programs and
events across multiple disciplines.
His company has more than a

dozen years’ experience working with hair care clients.
Reach him at nconyngham@cperformancegroup.com. 

BIR invites you to become a Guest Columnist and
give us your take on a relevant topic. For
consideration, send your thoughts in 475 words, plus
a one-paragraph bio and your headshot no smaller
than 300 dpi at 5 x 7 inches to liz@bironline.com. We
will edit your column for style and space. 

Guest column cont. from page 1
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Pioneering beauty tech brand HiMirror,
from the Taipei-based New Kinpo Group,
has, been named a Consumer Electronics
Show 2018 Innovation Awards Honoree for
the new HiMirror Mini (SRP $249.00). It will
be available in the United States in late
summer. 

The HiMirror is the world's first voice-
interactive smart mirror with a revolutionary
new approach to daily beauty, offering in-
depth, personalized skin-care analysis based
on the evolving condition of the skin, local
weather conditions and more. 

HiMirror keeps an ongoing record of the
user's skin to track goals and the results of
products used. It also allows users to provide
feedback on products’ efficacy. A user's
collection of skin-care products can be
scanned into the system through a virtual My
Beauty Box by barcode, with reminders sent
for product expirations. The HiMirror also
features an entertainment center consisting
of current news stories, music, ambient
makeup lighting, video tutorials, a virtual
makeup feature and more. A mobile app lets
users track and tweak their skin-care needs
on the go. 

The HiMirror Mini is approximately 13.31 x
9.02 inches, with a 10.1-inch TFT LCD panel,
which can be adjusted easily for optimal and
accurate lighting. It is equipped with Amazon
Alexa-enabled features, privacy facial and
voice recognition account access and a noise
cancellation microphone. The HiMirror Mini
also introduces a touchscreen feature to the
HiMirror portfolio. 

Accessories are sold separately and
include the Smart Body Scale and the
HiSkin. The Smart Body Scale allows users to
identify their body type, as well as measure
their weight, body mass index, body fat,
water level content, muscle mass, bone
weight, resting metabolism, etc. The Body
and Fitness feature also includes fitness
videos for different exercise types, body
parts and equipment to ensure a total at-
home health and fitness experience. HiSkin is
a hand-held device that connects to the
HiMirror to provide a skin-deep 360° analysis
of the skin's hydration level, pigmentation
and more. With a single click, HiSkin helps
users better understand and care for their
skin. Visit himirror.com/us_en/home or
http://en.newkinpogroup.com/. 

Also at the CES, L’Oréal unveiled UV Sense,
the first battery-free wearable electronic UV
sensor, and a limited-edition of the award-
winning My UV Patch. Both provide
consumers with crucial information about
their UV exposure levels. 

In 2016, L’Oréal brand La Roche-Posay
launched My UV Patch, the first stretchable
skin sensor to monitor UV exposure. Since

the
technology’s
debut, the
brand has
distributed
more than 1
million free
patches to
consumers
in 37
countries
free to
encourage
sun-safe
behaviors. 

Through
consumer
studies and
feedback of

patch users, L’Oréal learned that although
users changed their behaviors—with 34%
applying sunscreen more often and 37%

trying to stay in the shade more frequently—
they wanted a smaller wearable with longer
wear and
real-time
data. Building
on the
architecture
of the
original
patch, UV
Sense allows
further
monitoring
of UV
exposure, to
show trends
of exposure over time with instant updates.

UV Sense is the first battery-free wearable
electronic sensor to measure individual UV
exposure and can store up to three months
of data. The wearable is less than two
millimeters thick, nine millimeters in diameter
and designed to be worn for up to two
weeks on the thumbnail. By putting this
technology on the thumbnail—which
receives optimal sunlight—consumers can
increase wear time to several weeks.

Powered by the user’s mobile phone and
activated by UVA and UVB rays, UV Sense has
a mobile app that translates and transfers
data from the sensor using Near Field
Communication (NFC)-enabled technology.
The app delivers consumer-friendly
information, detailing when the wearer
should be mindful of UV exposure, and
promotes sun-safety habits—like spending
time in the shade or reapplying sunscreen. 

Both wearables draw from research
L’Oréal conducted in conjunction with MC10,
Inc., a leading wearable technology company,
and professor John Rogers at Northwestern
University, through his intellectual property
and innovation around flexible, stretchable
electronics. This research has provided
insights into the calculations of personal
daily safe UV doses around the skin
phototype and minimal erythema dose.

UV Sense will be available on a limited
basis in the U.S. in summer 2018 with a global
launch in 2019. Visit laroche-posay.us.

News cont. on page  4
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UV Sense is the blue
wearable on the thumbnail.

A limited-edition of My UV
Patch demonstrated

improvements in sun-safe
behaviors and reduced sun

burns among its users. 
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From near-infrared hair diagnostics and
augmented reality color consultation, to
creating personalized on-demand hair care
products, Henkel Beauty Care debuted the
Schwarzkopf Professional SalonLab—a
digital ecosystem for quantifying and
customizing the hair care experience,
propelling hair salons into the digital age.
SalonLab won two CES 2018 Innovation
Awards for outstanding product design and
engineering in new consumer technology
products during its debut at CES.

With the first end-to-end
ecosystem of connected
devices that measure hair
condition, as well as hair color,
and provide hyper-personalized
products and services, Henkel
Beauty Care and its salon brand
Schwarzkopf Professional are
reinventing the salon
experience. Henkel’s technology
takes the guesswork out of
which products and services are
best for each client’s hair by
analyzing hair at the molecular level,
empowering the consultation process with
data-driven insights and producing on-
demand, personalized care solutions.

“With SalonLab, we are reinventing hair
care with a hyper-personalized solution
empowered by a holistic application of
connected devices,” says Marie-Eve
Schroeder, chief marketing officer at Henkel
Beauty Care.

Today’s process of assessing hair condition
and color is based on the hair’s outer
appearance, with hairdressers using their
experience, individual expertise and physical
senses to diagnose a client’s hair health at its
surface. Until now, hairdressers had no way
to analyze the inner hair condition and true
color to understand the unique quality of
each client’s hair type, which is the basis for
any consultation, service and at-home care.

“We can now gain so many more data-
driven insights about the client’s hair, thanks
to Henkel’s SalonLab technology and the
concrete scientific data it gives us,” adds Kim
Vo, International Schwarzkopf Professional

Ambassador and celebrity hairdresser.
“Combining it with our own expertise, we can
now assess the hair on a whole new level for
a truly individual consultation."

The SalonLab ecosystem includes two
award-winning devices—the SalonLab
Analyzer and SalonLab Customizer,
supported by the SalonLab Consultant App.

The Schwarzkopf Professional SalonLab
Analyzer is a hand-held device equipped
with near-infrared and visible light sensors
that measure inner hair quality, moisture level

and true hair color. It can measure various
points on the hair from roots to tips and
thereby provide a viable, scientific hair
diagnosis. These readings are then analyzed
and processed by a proprietary algorithm
developed by Henkel Beauty Care scientists,
using a complete digitalized hair model
based on thousands of reference
measurements. The hair analysis data is then
combined with the hairdresser’s assessment
to enable a truly complete personalized
color and care consultation.

The SalonLab Consultant App is an
integral element of the ecosystem that
connects the digital devices to analysis,
consultation and customization. It‘s an easy-
to-use application that supports the
hairdresser throughout the analysis,
displaying the client’s individual hair
diagnostic results and enabling a personal
color consultation with state-of-the-art
augmented reality technology. This enables
the client to see what a color will look like
on his or her hair before it is applied,
enhancing the salon experience and

encouraging more daring transformation
options. Last, but not least, the App steers
the individual care solution recipe and real-
time production via the SalonLab Customizer.

Every head of hair is unique, and now hair
care can be too—in the salon and at home.
To provide the most personalized product
based on individual hair qualities, the
SalonLab Customizer produces hair care
products on-site and customized for each
client based on the gathered data. The
Customizer uses a proprietary manufacturing

process to dynamically
formulate and produce a
custom care solution. With the
simple touch of a button,
hundreds of different
combinations of ingredients and
fragrances can be mixed on the
spot and dispensed in salon-
sized portions or small bottles
with a personalized label
printed directly from the
SalonLab Customizer.

Pioneering the salon of the
future: “With the launch of the Schwarzkopf
SalonLab digital ecosystem, we are redefining
the way both hairdressers and their clients
are experiencing beauty in the hair salon,”
says Dr. Nils Daecke, head of digital
marketing at Henkel Beauty Care. “At the
same time, we are laying the foundation for
disruptive, data-driven business models,
which build upon consumer insights and hair
properties.”

Adds Stefan Sudhoff, head of Hair
Professional at Henkel Beauty Care, “Staying
ahead of the game and meeting the needs of
an increasingly sophisticated client base
demands total commitment to our partner,
the hairdresser. With SalonLab, we are
creating a solution that allows our partners
to provide truly personalized products and
services with a seamless experience.”

The idea and technology for SalonLab
were brought to life in cooperation with
leading technology firm iconmobile.

SalonLab can be experienced in select
Schwarzkopf Professional hair salons in the
United States and Europe in 2018.
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Also new at CES 2018, Swedish brand Foreo
launched the UFO (Ur Future Obsession),
the world’s first smart mask treatment to
offer spa-level facial treatments in just 90
seconds. It combines LED light therapy with
cryo-therapy, thermo-therapy and T-Sonic
pulsations activated via your smartphone. It
is now available to pre-order in
partnership with crowdfunding platform
Kickstarter. The UFO is set to retail at
$279.00 while the UFO mini, an entry level
design, will retail at $179.00 USD. For the pre-
launch phase on Kickstarter, however,
customers can enjoy savings of up to 50%.
The UFO and UFO mini are planned to
launch in top retail stores in April 2018.

Face masks were 2017’s biggest beauty
trend in skin care, the category’s No. 1
searched term in Google and accounted for
more than 40% of online sales for beauty
companies worldwide. With the launch of
UFO, Foreo is aiming to kickstart a face mask
revolution, tackling the core issues of limited
penetration, poor facial coverage and the
time spent using them.

The UFO takes the latest professional
beauty technologies—treatments that can
cost thousands of dollars—and incorporates
them into one UFO device to unleash the
full potential of face masks. The results are
literally out of
this world!

The FOREO
UFO has been
in development
and shrouded
in secrecy for
four years. 

Targeting
what it calls the
Sheet Mask
Epidemic, the
Kickstarter
campaign pokes
fun at the time women spend wearing sheet
masks—up to 5 days per year in Asian-
countries where the highest recorded users
are found. It goes on to demonstrate how
the Foreo UFO delivers a complete facial
treatment in 90 seconds, evenly distributing

the mask essence across every area of the
face, while various functions allow active
ingredients to penetrate more deeply for
superior results. The UFO:
● Utilizes hyper-infusion technology,

combining heating to open pores,
T-Sonic pulsations to infuse
active ingredients more
deeply into the skin
instantly and
cryotherapy to seal in
the active ingredients
and firm the skin.
● Includes a range of

LED light therapy
treatments to offer
three photofacials, including
anti-aging (red LED), brightening (green LED)
and anti-acne (blue LED).
● Each treatment incorporates a carefully

chosen combination of temperature and
pulsation intensity for maximum effect and
soothing facial massage. 

The device works hand-in-hand with the
specially invented UFO-activated sheet
masks. These ultra-soft microfiber masks are
infused with plant and fruit extracts,
concentrated botanical oils and natural
flower water. Each mask is paired with a pre-
programmed UFO treatment routine to

boost their
effects. There are
two masks
available for
launch.

• The Make
My Day Mask
features
hyaluronic acid
and red algae for
deep hydration,
combined with
pollution
protection for

radiant skin. The UFO treatment begins with
30 seconds of Thermo-Therapy and Red LED
light to prep the skin and open the pores.
The next 30 seconds integrate T-Sonic
Pulsations to heighten the absorption of the
mask essence. The final 30 seconds switch to

a Green LED treatment and lower frequency
pulsations, to even skin tone and add that
radiant boost.

• The Call It A Night Mask features
ginseng and olive oil to nourish and revitalize,
as it replenishes skin overnight. The
treatment begins with 30 seconds of higher-
frequency T-Sonic pulsations combined with
Thermo-Therapy and Red LED light, to infuse
the essence beneath the skin's surface.
T-Sonic pulsations then switch to a lower
frequency, with the Red LED light retained
and Thermo-therapy disabled, to focus on
enhanced blood circulation and restoring
skin's elasticity.

The UFO can be paired with the Foreo
app to get the most out of the device. While
the Make My Day and Call It a Night masks
are pre-programmed into the device, the
Foreo app gives access to all future mask
treatments. In addition, users can reorder
masks with a simple click and unlock UFO's
full potential by customizing the intensity of
all UFO settings to perfectly suit individuals’
skin care needs.

The app will be available for iOS and
Android and can:
● Control the intensity of the T-Sonic

pulsations
● Control the light intensity 
● Control the heating/cooling
To find out more and to view the entire

Foreo line, visit www.foreo.com.

News cont. on page 6
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How do hair-care needs of women change
as they get older? Nearly 80% of middle-
aged women who participated in a new
study said that their hair influences their

personal
outlook, with
most saying
they want
their hair to
make them
feel prettier
and more
confident.

Middle-
aged women
have distinct

hair care goals, habits and preferences,
according to the HairRx Middle-Aged Hair
Care Report commissioned by HairRx
Advanced Hair Care. One thousand women
ages 30 to 60 at all income levels were
polled across the country, The survey found:

• While 32% of women polled say they
adore their hair, 68% are only happy with
their hair sometimes.

• Nearly 80% indicated that their hair can
influence the way they feel about
themselves; they want their hair to help
them feel prettier and/or more confident. 

• More than 50% say they spend less than
15 minutes on their hair each day; 33% spend
16 to 30 minutes; and 9% spend more than 30
minutes per day.

• About 83% say that scent is either
somewhat important or very important. 

• 61% prefer to buy shampoos and
conditioners that are customized for them.

Their top three hair-care goals were to
strengthen, tame frizz and protect their
hair color, each with 14% of the votes. Next
were reducing dryness and increasing volume.
For more details, view the complete study at
http://bit.ly/2yXL13U.

Kao USA Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary
of Kao Corporation, has signed an
agreement to acquire Oribe Hair Care, LLC
from its owners, including Luxury Brand
Partners, LLC. Daniel Kaner, co‐founder
and currently co-president of Oribe Hair
Care, will be named president of the newly
acquired entity. The terms of the deal were
not disclosed. Oribe will join the Kao Salon
Division portfolio of professional brands,
which includes Goldwell and KMS.

Oribe has grown from a prestige hair care
brand into a global beauty authority that

offers hair care, skin
care, body care,
makeup, tools and
accessories. The
brand holds a strong
presence in the top-
tier professional
salon segment, as
well as in leading
specialty retailers
around the world.

“Oribe is a stellar
brand and a perfect fit for the Kao Salon
Division portfolio,” says Cory Couts, global
president, Kao Salon Division. “Daniel will be
an exciting and inspiring addition to our
management team. Daniel’s appointment not
only guarantees the continuity of all that is
extraordinary about Oribe, but it is also a
progression of our company’s mission to
appeal to the most artistic and business-
minded salon professionals in the world.”

“Kao is the ideal place for Oribe Hair Care

to take the next step in its transformative
journey,” adds Daniel. “Our friendship and
business relationship goes back years, most
successfully with the strategic alliance in the
United States between Oribe and Goldwell
color. We have always believed that hair care
should be an immersive and luxury
experience, and Kao is incredibly supportive
of the high standard we set for ourselves.”

“With its focus on luxury products, Oribe
will meet the need for a prestige line in the
Kao Salon product mix,” continues Cory. “And,
the extensive global distribution network of
the Kao Salon Division will enable Oribe to
expand internationally.”

The Oribe business will continue to be
based in New York City under current
management, reporting to Kao Salon Division. 

FHI Heat and all subsidiary beauty brands,
including Stylus, Neo Bond, Hair Veil and
Daily Beauty, join the growing beauty
portfolio of Luxury Brands LLC, which is
led by Michael Dodo, president and CEO.
This acquisition allows for the extension of
FHI Heat's global brand marketing initiatives,
the expansion of both their wholesale and
direct-to-consumer retail distribution
channels and the investment into new
product research and development.

In addition to Michael, who will also serve
as president and CEO, the new Executive
Team includes Jason Dodo, executive vice
president; Nicolas Bobroff, senior vice
president of operations; Tracie May-Wagner,
vice president of global communications; and
Sean James, artistic director.

"Luxury Brands LLC is growing rapidly, and
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we are particularly excited to expand our
business to hair care with FHI Heat's amazing
range of styling tools and products. This
acquisition allows us to realize our vision of
becoming the premier brand of choice for
beauty enthusiasts worldwide. FHI Heat's
success would not be possible without the
dedication of our highly committed team
members and our loyal customer base, and
both will continue to play critical roles in the
global expansion of this sensational beauty
brand,” says Michael.

FHI Heat has moved its corporate
headquarters from Valencia to Norwalk, CA.
Visit fhibrands.com or call 877-344-4328.

Concierge Technologies, Inc.’s (OTC Ticker:
CNCG) wholly owned California subsidiary
Kahnalytics, Inc. has acquired all of the
assets and business of Original Sprout LLC. 

Original Sprout, a manufacturer and
distributor of clean, non-toxic, all-natural hair
care and skin products, was founded in 2003
by master hair stylist Inga Tritt. Since that
time, the company's distribution has grown
to include major grocery store chains,
professional salons, health and beauty stores,
family resorts and hundreds of individually
owned retail and Internet outlets. Originally
conceived as a non-toxic baby shampoo, the
line has been expanded to include an adult
hair and skin care line, specialties for teens
and additions such as sun screen and lotions.
The line remains true to its heritage.

David Neibert, president of Kahnalytics
and COO of Concierge Technologies, says,
"We have been working to close this
transaction since signing a letter of intent on
May 1, 2017. Since that time, Original Sprout
has continued to grow its sales revenues. As
a wholly-owned subsidiary of Concierge
Technologies, Original Sprout will further
benefit from our attention to bottom-line
profitability and access to additional
resources for marketing outreach and
product development. Original Sprout’s
current staff will remain with the company
and, overall, the transition will be a seamless
event for our customers.” Visit
originalsprout.com.

Wind Point Partners and portfolio
company VPI Holding Company, LLC, the
parent company of Vee Pak, LLC, a fully
integrated co-manufacturer of personal
care products for leading industry brands,
have acquired Aware Products, LLC.
Headquartered in Los Angeles, Aware is a
leading value-added formulator and contract
manufacturer that serves as a key innovation
partner to many leading and emerging brands
in the beauty industry. Chuck Greenberg, the
current chairman and CEO of Aware, and the
company’s entire leadership team will remain
in place.

This acquisition leverages both Aware’s
and Vee Pak’s complementary capabilities.
Aware has a long history of developing
unique and transformational formulations for
hair and skin care products and has a team of
innovation specialists dedicated to bringing
exciting new product ideas to customers. Vee
Pak offers best-in-class capabilities in
product transfer and scale-up for production
which, together with Aware, positions both
companies to service clients with new and
growing product lines. Aware also introduces
a West Coast operation with capabilities to
efficiently manufacture in smaller-run sizes.

David Stott, managing director with Wind
Point Partners, states, “Personal and beauty
care brands are relying more heavily on
innovative manufacturers who can
seamlessly and efficiently deliver end-to-end
supply chain solutions. Chuck and the Aware
team have developed a tangible, leverageable
skillset on the front end of this process and
we are excited to join forces with them.”

Jamie Egasti, executive chairman of VPI,
adds, “We look forward to exploring ways to
harness what Aware does so well in product
innovation, while we continue to invest in
the systems, people and processes at Vee Pak
that will drive our continued growth.”

Chuck concurs, “We at Aware will
continue to provide the same high level of
customer service, unsurpassed formulation
and on-time and in-spec manufacture of
products our valued customers have come to
expect. With the additional support of Wind
Point, we plan to devote greater resources to

our best-in-class innovation, product
development and R&D core competencies,
and to continue to create products that will
excite and amaze customers.”

Winston & Strawn and Kirkland & Ellis
served as legal counsel to VPI and Wind
Point, while Aware was advised by Intrepid
Investment Bankers and Scott & Salmanowitz. 

“We quickly recognized the power of the
innovation and product development
capabilities of the Aware team and platform
and the critical role Aware plays with its
growing client brands,” says Steve Davis,
managing director and head of the Beauty &
Personal Care practice at Intrepid. “We knew
these capabilities, partnership approach and
the Aware team would resonate with the
acquirer universe. We are excited to see what
Aware and VPI can achieve together.” 

Visit veepak.com, awareproducts.com,
windpointpartners.com and intrepidib.com.

Knowlton Development Corporation, a
leading contract manufacturer of health
and beauty-care products based in
Québec, has acquired Northern Labs, Inc.,
a full-service liquid product contract
manufacturer serving the world's leading
CPG and OTC companies for over  70  years.
The transaction is being financed by the
private equity firm Novacap, in partnership
with La Caisse de dépôt et placement du
Québec, the Fonds de solidarité FTQ,
Investissement Québec, Export
Development Canada, Fondaction CSN and
other institutional partners.

Wisconsin-based Northern Labs has more
than 200 full-time employees in facilities
totaling over 275,000 square feet. It offers
turnkey manufacturing solutions for large fill
and unique package types, QA/QC services
and regulatory services. While KDC is active
in many personal care categories such as
deodorants, hair care, bath and body, and
skin care products, Northern Labs represents
a significant opportunity in the categories of
home, laundry, automotive care and
industrial products. Visit kdc-companies.com,
northernlabs.com, novacap.ca, cdpq.com,
investquebec.com and fondsftq.com.

News cont. on page 18 
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--f you don’t like change, you’ll
like irrelevance a whole lot less,”
said Reuben Carranza, chairman

of the Professional Beauty
Association, in opening the PBA’s 4th
Annual Executive Summit. This sold-
out event brought together hundreds
of C-Suite level professionals to
network and explore key business
trends and disruptive forces, and hear
from world-class business thought-
leaders and speakers from outside the
beauty industry. 

Of the 262 attendees, 80% were
returning guests, 65% represented
manufacturers and beauty brands, 25%
represented distributors and 10% were salon
owners or multi-location retail business leaders.

“Understanding consumer-led changes is key
to survival,” said Reuben. “2.3 billion consumers
worldwide are participating in ecommerce,
which is 80% growth versus four years ago, and
77% of U.S. consumers are shopping online.
How do we create a competitive base in an
industry that is primarily service-based?” 

Thought-provoking answers came from
powerful speakers, including Peter Sheahan,
founder and CEO of Karrikins Group, and
author of seven books, including Matter, Flip,
Generation Y and Making It Happen. Peter’s
take-home messages from “Matter” included:

1. Companies don’t transform, leaders do.
It’s people who anticipate trends and make
decisions.

2. Tell the truth. It’s easier to move from
acceptance to action than from awareness to
acceptance.

3. Action precedes clarity. There is value in
learning opportunities.

4. Move toward disruption. Identify
opportunities to get ahead of changing trends.

5. Orient your strategy around the
outcome that consumers want.

In “A Force for Beauty,” Kevin Otero, partner
at Simpactful, left attendees with the
following takeaways: 

• Ecommerce is growing at 30-40%, while
the beauty industry is growing by 2% annually

• Skin, nail, and hair care are the most
rapidly growing beauty subcategories on
Amazon.

• Amazon’s beauty brand partners (in hair
care, nails, styling, etc.) have risen from 8 to 217
in just 5 years.

• 92% of consumers trust social media and
influencers more than traditional advertising
and celebrity endorsements.

• The top industry disruptors are channel
blurring, personalization and natural trends.

Kevin has more than 17 years of experience
in hair, skin, cosmetics and professional hair
care. As a former vice president at Procter and
Gamble and chief operations officer of Salon
Profession, he has invested nearly three
decades creating opportunities for growth
through brand building, sales capability building
and turnaround strategies in more than 60
countries.

In “The Next Generation,” Mike Walsh,
futurist, global nomad and CEO of Tomorrow,
shared the thinking, talking and purchasing
behaviors of upcoming generations with a focus
on technology and culture. 

“Today was a call to adventure for all of us,”

“I
PBA’s 4th Executive Summit examines disruption & change
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left: PBA’s Director of Marketing Nathalie Reyes, Executive Director Steve Sleeper, Director of Education
Jessi Marshall and General Manager of Membership Robert Myers. right: PBA Executive Summit Speakers

Peter Sheahan and Mike Walsh with BlueCo Brands’ President Alan Murphy.
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left: Pravana’s GM Michelle Chandler and Kevin.Murphy’s Director of Business Development Pasha Ghanei. second from left: BTB Sales & Marketing’s
Principal Eddie Berger and Spornette’s CEO Alan Sporn. second from right: Moroccanoil’s VP—Marketing David Krzypow and VP Sales—Professional

Jay Elarar with GS Beauty’s Paolo D’Elia. right: Life of Riley Salon Supply’s Co-Founder Kelly Huether and Sweis, Inc.’s Executive VP Glen Pacek.
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said Mike. “We’re being called to
imagine how to redesign what we do,
because all of our customers and end
consumers are profoundly changing
their behaviors. Mike advised attendees
to ask:

1. What is the new world really going
to look like?

2. What does this mean for the kinds
of companies that we, as leaders, need
to design to survive and thrive?

3. What does that mean for us as
leaders?

“To predict what tomorrow’s
consumers will expect, we need to look
at the future through a different set of eyes,”
Mike explained. “This isn’t about Millennials.
You need to be prepared to see today’s world
like an 8-year-old child. That will show you
everything you need to know.”

His top five takeaways:
1. Tomorrow’s consumers, shaped by

Artifical Intelligence, will be faster, smarter
and expect personalized, authentic, data-
driven experiences.

2. Technology might have transformed your
organization, but culture is still your operating
system.

3. When hiring, focus less on skill sets and
more on mindsets.

4. Staff should be empowered to have fact-
based conversations about change.

5. Look at the data, then look at the people
behaving behind the data.

Mike’s messages empower companies to
design better ways to work by leveraging data,
talents and mindsets. Mike spends over 300

days per year traveling the world collecting
case studies, researching trends and giving
presentations about the future of business to
his many Fortune 500 clients.

“This year’s Executive Summit was another
big success for our guests, PBA and the beauty
industry! We’re proud to share fantastic content
and give our industry professionals an amazing
platform to network, come together and
strengthen our understanding and support of
the industry,” shared Steve Sleeper, PBA
executive director. 

Steve shared an association update, which
included current initiatives in PBA’s branding and
campaign efforts and industry messages. He
said that PBA is poised for growth in 2018 with
a membership refresh, a new brand identity, a
new campaign, a new website, new industry
learning and changes to come. He also teased a
big announcement that will be made at the
International Salon and Spa Expo in Long
Beach, CA, on January 27-29. (See page 32).

Steve added that PBA is a member of the
Future of the Beauty Industry Coalition. The
FBIC’s top priorities are to prevent deregulation,
advance common sense reform, protect the
consumer and support the education of beauty
professionals. FBIC members include
BlueCoBrands, JCPenney, Ulta Beauty, Empire
Beauty Schools and the International
SalonSpa Business Network.

In 2017, cosmetology school hours were
reduced from 1,800 to 1,500 hours in Colorado
and Kentucky, from 2,000 to 1,500 hours in
Montana and from 1,500 to 1,200 hours in
Rhode Island. Initiatives to reduce hours failed
in Idaho, Nebraska and Texas.

Going forward into 2018, the FBIC Outreach
to the industry in key states will initiate town-
hall type meetings to create dialogue and
answer questions, using the opportunity to
create a common understanding of the threats
and opportunities. The goal is to unify the
industry prior to any FBIC-led legislative action.
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left: Beauty truly is a family business. The American Influencer Awards CEO Chris Crellin; his wife, Beauty
Perfection’s Vice President of Marketing Bethany Crellin; with her father, The Kirschner Group’s CEO
Harlan Kirschner. right: Jim Hoffbauer, Joico’s Senior Director Marketing/Hair Care Supriya Pai, Coty

Professional Beauty’s Director of Influencer Marketing Mary Atherton and Gina Oterro.

left: Avalon Salon and Day Spa’s Owner Bonnie Conte and Green Circle Salons’ President of Business Development Bill Deliman. center: Helen of
Troy’s Vice President of Sales, Professional Division’s Scott Hagstrom, Zotos International’s Senior Director Lisa Huber and Vice President Bruce Selan.

right: Scruples Co-President—Marketing/Advertising Tracy Liguori, COO Michael Riley and Co-President—Creative/International Business Mia Liguori.

http://www.bironline.com


What attendees learned
Beauty Industry Report asked attendees of
this year’s PBA Executive Summit for their key
takeaways and how they will use this
information in 2018.

“First, thank you to the PBA for a wonderful
and inspiring event. All of the speakers were
excellent and gave us an opportunity to look at

our businesses through
a different lens. A
common thread
among the speakers
was the ever-changing
retail environment and
the world of the new
consumer—the
consumer of
tomorrow. This

consumer wants a more
customized and

tailored experience—both in retail and in
service. They also want to connect and share
that experience with their peers. 

“My key takeaway is that we must do a
better job—both as a company and collectively
as an industry—to help our salons and stylists
succeed in this new environment. In 2018, we
will continue to provide our salons with
programs to help digitize their environments
and to set them up for retail success with
merchandising programs and experiential retail
opportunities. We will work with them to

create and foster a more connected community
around their spaces with a new offering of
salon events and programs to engage their
consumers. Some of our key business education
offerings are also geared toward helping salons
succeed with their digital, web and social
platforms. Lastly, as technical and artistic
education continuously moves toward online
learning, Moroccanoil will provide optimal

digital platforms for professional stylists around
the globe to interact and learn while
maintaining a strong grassroots in-salon
education campaign.” —Jay Elarar, vice
president, sales—professional, Moroccanoil 

“The first and last speakers at the PBA
Summit reemphasized the old adage, ‘If you
don't like change; you will like Irrelevance even
less.’ As our company enters its fifth year in

business, it is already
time for us to take
stock of what has
worked and what
hasn’t. Even more
importantly, we will
examine what will work
to make us relevant to
and help us enhance
the lives and careers of
the salons/stylists we
will serve  for years to
come.

“Tomorrow morning, we have an all
managers’ meeting to  brainstorm just that, and
then we have a whole day booked out in early
January to implement the plans we will craft
together during that meeting. It's challenging to
put a price on taking time away from our busy
lives to attend a conference, but it's better to
take the time now than to wake up irrelevant
some day.”—Kelly Huether, co-founder/
president, Life of Riley Salon Supply 

The Beauty Industry Report Visit bironline.com
PBA Executive Summit cont. from page 9
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Did you know?
The Professional Beauty Association was
formed by the merger of the Beauty and
Barber Supply Institute, the American
Beauty Association,  The Salon Association
and the National Cosmetology Association. It
represents nearly 2,000 beauty-centric
businesses and more than 25,000 individuals.
PBA Members include manufacturers,
distributors, salons, spas, schools, independent
practitioners, students and industry suppliers.

In addition to advocacy, PBA provides its
members with opportunities to save money on
events and education, and access to industry
research and resources. Committed to the
long-term success of stylists and the businesses
that employ and support them, PBA is focused
on enhancing the professionalism of the
industry and is committed to helping members
achieve personal and professional excellence.
Visit probeauty.org.

left: Reuzel’s Senior Vice President Salons and Education Marta Harmon and Princess Beauty Supply’s President Amir Kamel. center: Salon Innovations’
Director of Marketing Emilie Storms and President Margaret Stone. right: SexyHair/Henkel’s Vice President of Sales—Domestic Kendra Teasley and

Vice President of Sales—National Accounts Caleb Foltermann.

Jay Elarar,
Moroccanoil

Kelly Huether, Life of
Riley Salon Supply
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“My key takeaway was that as
channels, the consumer and
technology change, we will need
to adapt and embrace these
challenges continually.  At Bold
3PL, we will make the necessary
investments in technology and
team to meet those needs.”—
Bart Kooiman, partner, Bold 3PL

“The world is constantly
evolving and the beauty industry
is no exception.  Change can be
scary, but it can also be very
exciting!  As a millennial working in a family
business that has been run successfully for
over 55 years, it can be hard to shake things
up. The PBA Executive Summit has opened my

eyes to the benefits of
taking more
calculated and
intelligent risks. As a
manufacturers’
representative, it is
more important than
ever to stay ahead of
the curve when
implementing new

business strategies. For
2018, we are excited to

launch new social media endeavors and
partnerships with both our manufacturers and
distributors.”—Gerry Udell, Gerry Udell, Inc.

“My key takeaway is to look toward the
future and not what is happening today. If we
continually look at our competition and what
they are doing, we will never know what is

coming until it hits us
over the head! We need
to be visionary—not
reactionary. We need to
lead our barbers, stylists
and consumers into the
future!

“For 2018, we will
become more engaged
with our audience

socially, and find a way
to bridge the gap of ecommerce from us to
our stylist and barber community to the end
consumer. We need to help our consumers get
what they want, while obsessing about how

we behave and how we are viewed by our
entire audience. We must personalize our
brand in our consumers’ minds.

“We will engage our own team to be a part
of the future and look to those who are
younger and more technologically savvy than
we are to guide us into the era of digital
disruption. It’s all about building a culture that
our team and our clients want to be a part of. 

“I have to say, this was one of the most
enlightening and jaw-dropping days I have
spent listening to speakers. They were all
engaging, and they all spoke the message that
we already should know. It helped to validate
every step our brand is taking into the new
year! I can’t wait to hear the speakers next
year!”—Marta Rubenstein Harmon, senior
vice president of sales and education,
Reuzel
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left: The Kirschner Group’s CEO Harlan Kirschner and Luxury Brand Partners’ President Reuben Carranza, who is
also PBA Chair. right: PBA’s Elizabeth Fantetti, Robert Myers and Rachel Molepske.

left: PBA’s Myra Irizarry Reddy and Jessi Marshall with Spa Specialties Representatives’ Beth and Emmett Hickey. right: Garcoa, Inc.’s Chief
Innovation Officer Richie Rubin and CEO Gregory Rubin.

Gerry Udell, Gerry
Udell, Inc.

Marta Rubenstein
Harmon, Reuzel

http://www.bironline.com
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“Every year after the PBA Summit, I
consolidate my notes to 3 to 5 key bullet
points, and I then list next actions.  I have kept

this document since
year one and made
progress on the
stated next steps.

“This year’s key
learning is to use data
every day to make
decisions and move
from awareness to
acceptance of key
changes in the

industry. The next action is to ensure I have the
right person in the right seat for analysis and
business intelligence. I don’t believe everyone
has the skills to mine the data, so this must be
assigned and the strategic opportunity is to ask
the right questions.”—Kevin Barrett, executive
vice president, Fromm 

“My key takeaway from the PBA Summit
was from Peter
Sheahan’s
presentation on
leadership and the
future: ‘As a leader,
what do we need to
do to create new
value?’ If we continue
to do what we do
today to create value,
we will become
irrelevant in the

future. The actions I’m taking to create value
now and in the future for Wahl Professional
are to plan for talent growth and team
expansion and to facilitate focus groups and
field visits with our end-users to identify the
tools and programs our customers are looking
for from Wahl.”—Anne Marie Kollias,
national sales manager, Professional
Division, Wahl Clipper Corp.

“Mike Walsh’s presentation was really
outstanding: ‘The algorithmic leader of the

future will combine an
insight into the
complexity of the
human context with a
flair for computational
thinking.’  Trying to put
that into the context
of our system is the
challenge; anticipating
our clients’ wants and
needs before they

realize that they even have those wants or
needs is the key!  Another intriguing
thought:  ‘Everything that has made you
successful until now may be exactly what kills
you in the future.’  Scary!”—Gordon B. Logan,
CEO/founder, Sport Clips

�
“The key takeaway for me is that our

industry is at a crossroad.  We have the greatest
opportunity to impact the health and
wellbeing of the world if we are willing to
transform.  The key is that it’s not companies

that transform; it’s people. As people who lead
organizations, we have to show up in a
different manner, so we can engage people of
all ages. The traditional sales channels and
exclusivity have been replaced with a demand
from the consumer to become intimate with
the people who make brands. 

“In 2018, we will
provide education to
brand owners,
retailers and salon
owners, who are the
conduits to bringing
beauty brands to
consumers. By
strengthening our
core competencies
through algorithmic
leadership (leadership

that uses advanced technology and data to
understand people and their behaviors), we
will provide real-time information and help
connect our brands to customers domestically
and internationally.  We will do that by taking
the Beauty Industry Market Access program
to a new level in content and distribution using
live streaming video.  We have expanded our
partnerships with top beauty and wellness
distributors like Universal Companies and The
Kirschner Group and government and non-
profit organizations like the Center for
International Trade and the Milken Institute
to support growth in our industry.”—Patty
Schmucker, president, American Made
Beauty

PBA Executive Summit cont. from page 11
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left: Salon Innovations COO Nick Karan and Michael’s Salon and Day Spa’s CEO Michael Schuh. center: Pulp Riot’s COO Paul Tate and CEO David
Thurston. right: Ulta Beauty’s Vice President Sandy Ovington, Manager, Industry Relations and Compliance Pasquale Naccarata and Chief Creative

Director Nicholas Stenson.

Kevin Barrett, Fromm 

Anne Marie Kollias,
Wahl Clipper

Gordon Logan, Sport
Clips

Patty Schmucker,
American Made

Beauty



“My key takeaway from the PBA Executive
Summit was that the beauty industry is being

‘Amazoned,’ and we
need to face the
reality and adapt, or
become obsolete. I
plan to take this
warning seriously,
embrace the change
and adapt through
new initiatives to
grow our digital
presence and

impact.  We will boldly rush into the future
with excitement and hope versus fear.”—David
Berglas, CEO/president, DavexLabs LLC,
marketer of Lanza Healing Haircare

“My key takeaway is that we need to hire
more millennials! One
specific action we will
be taking in 2018 is
allowing our store
customers do to self-
checkout.”—Mike
Hicks, CEO, National
Salon Resources

“My key takeaway
is that technology is

rapidly transforming our current way of doing
business, and we need to adapt quickly. The
Freeman Group will continue to evaluate
technological developments occurring in the

beauty industry with an eye toward securing
innovative
opportunities for our
brand partners and
customers as they
present themselves.”—
Nicole Freeman,
principal, The
Freeman Group

�
“The key takeaway

for me was the
continued viability of the service sector,
despite tremendous change—that a quality
consumer experience will always win out in
the end, regardless of shifts in the landscape.
Key actions in 2018 include continually
challenging our team to improve consumer
touch points and enhance our social and
digital presence.”—John Heffner, CEO,
Drybar

“The PBA Summit is  always a great forum
for learning and networking with the best  in

the industry.  One of
many key takeaways is
that companies that are
the easiest to do
business with have the
highest chance of
succeeding and winning
the hearts and loyalty
of the customer. 

“Premier is going to
continue  to strengthen

our relationships with  our salon partners and
leverage  technology to improve our
efficiency  in doing so.”—Alex Cohn, director
of marketing, Premier Beauty Supply

“More significant change has happened in
the past two years than at any time over my
35 years in this industry. This is just the
beginning of a new normal of adapting to

significant change every
day. I will take more
calculated risks at a
faster rate, while
working to support and
drive more digital
content and digital
interaction with end
users.”—Scott
Hagstrom, vice
president beauty,

professional sales, Helen of Troy

PBA Executive Summit cont. on page  14
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Upcoming PBA Events
• April 11-12, PBA’s Distributor Executive
Conference, Springfield, MO 

• July 28-31, PBA Beauty Week, Las Vegas

• July 29, North American Hairstyling Awards,
Las Vegas

• December 2018, Executive Summit 

Learn more at probeauty.org.

left: Club Intrigue’s CEO Jeff South and Kao USA Inc.’s National Key Relationship Manager Adrienne Lamanno. center: Triangle Capital’s and
Forbes.com’s Richard Kestenbaum and American Made Beauty’s President Patty Schmucker. right: Lasio’s CEO Nadine Ramos (left) and Vice President

Anthony Rossi (right) with DePasquale Salon Systems’ General Manager Mark DePasquale (center).

David Berglas,
DavexLabs LLC

Mike Hicks, National
Salon Resources

Nicole Freeman, The
Freeman Group

Alex Cohn, Premier
Beauty Supply

Scott Hagstrom,
Helen of Troy
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“The key takeaways from the Summit were
in regard to customer service and the role
technology plays in the future of the industry.

“Today's customers aren't just buying
products but the
relationship and
experience that come
with the purchase.
Quality products are
the foundation.  It's
about what comes
next.  As a  brand,  the
interaction we take
with these customers
elevates us to the

next level of doing
business.  However,  with

so many opportunities to interact with our
customers, it has to be done with meaning.  In
2018, we will be focusing on delivering what
customers want, when and where they want it,
and in a meaningful and impactful way.”—
George Schaeffer, president/CEO, Aloxxi

“I especially enjoyed the session by Peter
Sheahan, who posed the question, ‘If you were
making a decision from a place of confidence,
what would you and your leadership team
seek to achieve in the next 36 months?’ That is
the question I’m going to pose to my senior
leadership team when we start our planning
meetings for the next year. 

“What that will lead to, I look forward to
discussing with my team. At Pivot Point, we

always try to make
decisions from a place
of confidence.”—
Robert Passage,
chairman, CEO, Pivot
Point International 

“As my first PBA
Executive Summit, this
was a powerful and

encouraging experience
—Powerful because the

factual information was truly eye-opening.
Encouraging because the time to be game-
changers in the beauty industry is now!

“Mike Walsh's
presentation on
tomorrow’s
consumers, who are
shaped by Artifical
Intelligence, really
captivated me. We are
experiencing digital
disruption.  Our
customers will be
faster, smarter and

will expect
personalized, authentic, data-driven
experiences. 

“As a result, we have immediately begun to
reinvent our ecommerce platform to support
both distributors and salon professionals.  The
goal is to create a user-friendly and high-speed
online experience that will support our

distributors and salon pros. Our goal is to drive
sales through ecommerce without disrupting
our distribution and salon pros.  We will drive
retail customers to our salons and salons to
their local distributors for 180-degree support.

“We are also improving our on-boarding
process. We want to tap into the young minds
and agile thinkers within our organization,
because we realize they are the ones who will
help enhance the technical side of our
business.”—Nadine Ramos, CEO, Lasio
Professional Hair Care

“Forward-thinking people and organizations
are going to continue to disrupt the beauty
industry, most likely at a more rapid rate than
ever before. Those who are pushing the
changes, and those who are adapting quickly
to them, are going to thrive. Technology has
changed the realities of manufacturing,

education,
distribution, etc. I left
the Summit
committed to
challenging my
assumptions of how
things are supposed
to work, and
determined to create
new solutions, as well
as to opening my

mind to new solutions
created by others.”—

David Thurston, CEO, Pulp Riot

PBA Executive Summit cont. from page 13
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left: The Kirschner Group’s CEO Harlan Kirschner with Speaker and Simpactful Partner Kevin Otero. center: Neill Corporation’s President Edwin
Neill and Executive Director Ada Polla. right: Beauty Brands’ SVP/GMM Merchandising Mindi Coday and CEO Caryn Lerner.

George Schaeffer,
Aloxxi

Robert Passage,
Pivot Point Intl

Nadine Ramos, Lasio

David Thurston,
Pulp Riot



“My biggest
takeaway was Peter
Sheahan’s statement,
‘If the rate of change
outside your
organization is faster
than the rate of
change inside your
company, the end is
near.’”—Stacey Hull,

vice president/
retail business,

Macadamia Beauty

“As a result of attending the Summit, I
realized that I need to do a better job of

articulating and driving
the strategy down
throughout our entire
organization. In order
to do this, I need to
know where my
company is going and
be aware of the
movement happening
around me in the
industry. BIG needs to
integrate around the

job to be done and orient around the
outcome.”—Derrick Porter, CEO, Beauty
Industry Group

“I really enjoyed Peter Sheahan’s

presentation, ‘Matter.’ I thought it offered
specific and relevant information we could
take away from the meeting and use. It wasn’t
typical consultant output. I really liked his
focus on ‘outcome orientation’ and it’s what
I’m going to reinforce with Bosley Pro, as we
move into 2018. Simply, what’s the outcome
we desire from activity? It doesn’t seem very

complicated, does it?
However, it is an
important
perspective. An
activity itself is not
what’s relevant; what
counts is achieving a
desired result. Doing
performance reviews
isn’t valuable unless

we use them to
improve and do a
better job (and sell

more product). Having a team-building
meeting is worthless, unless a company acts to
drive genuine team-oriented behaviors (so we
sell more product). Checking the box on
creating and running a new ad campaign is a
waste of money unless we substantively
impact customer behavior in some meaningful
way (and sell more product). A focus on
outcomes is a great way to make sure we’re
staying on track (and selling more product!).”
—Alan Stockman, president, Bosley
Professional Strength

“We have a very large commission-based
salon in Dayton, Ohio, with over 80

employees
and   2,985,298 views
on our YouTube
videos. After the 2017
Summit, I plan on
becoming much more
involved in Digital
Marketing, and
partnering with
people who want to

make the industry great
again.”—Michael A.

Schuh, president/CEO MFH, Inc.

“My biggest takeaway was something that
Peter Sheahan discussed, which was around
closing the gap between a thought that a

potential customer
has and his or her
acquisition.  Mazur
Group is revamping
our website, and our
goal is to improve the
candidate experience
—making it truly
special and
customized, as

candidates are the life-
blood of our

business.  With that, it will be an easier path for
candidates to connect with Mazur Group and

share what they are looking for, then
match them with the right internal team
member based on their level and type of
beauty experience.”—Frances Z. Mazur,
CAC, Mazur Group, Inc.
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left: Moroccanoil’s Vice President of Sales/Professional Jay Elarar, Salon Services and Supplies’ Co-Owner/Vice President George Learned and
Sweis Inc’s President Karl Sweis. center: Product Club/Burmax’s Vice President of Business and Brand Development Kevin Palmquist with

BeautySales’ Vice President of Sales and Education Sudi Parvaresh. right: Taylor and Pond’s Jacquie Johnson with Nails Magazine’s Publisher
Michelle Mullen. 

Stacey Hull,
Macadamia Beauty

Derrick Porter, Beauty
Industry Group

Alan Stockman,
Bosley Professional

Strength

Michael Schuh,
Michael’s Salon

Frances Mazur,
Mazur Group

PBA Executive Summit cont. on page 16
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“For me, the key takeaway came from Peter
Sheahan on what is the legacy of the

leadership.
The action to
take is to be
more mindful
of an
actionable
legacy with
our
leadership.”—

Beth Hickey,
Sales and

Product Development, Spa Specialties
Representatives

“On looking at the future, Mike Walsh said
you must ‘see the world through the eyes of
an eight-year-old.’ The action to take is to
observe the behavior of the younger
generation.

“The speakers were all outstanding, and the
entire program was great. The only thing I
would change is to allow more time for
networking.”—  Emmett, Hickey, director of
sales, Spa Specialties Representatives

“My takeaway is that our industry is being
impacted not only by disruption from
conglomerate acquisitions but also by the
disruptions taking place outside of the
Professional Beauty Industry. We must make
the necessary changes to the traditional ways
of doing business in order to better prepare for
future success. Another example is the rapid
impact ecommerce is having in changing our

end-user landscape. The millennial plays a big
part in how we market our brands and the
necessary level of commitment to both digital
platforms and ecommerce going forward. 

“In 2018, we will
focus our attention
and resources on the
development of more
video tutorials to
support our
commitment to the
emerging consumer
and the synergy of
our website and
digital platforms. We

have established an
initiative to train our customers differently, and
more importantly, to train their customers
differently.  Our industry has to embrace
change now before it’s too late.”—Jeffery
Orrell, President, Neuma Research, LLC

“For me, the PBA Summit solidified many of
the strategies we are
working hard to
execute on at Beauty
Brands. I will be
tireless in ensuring
my energy,
enthusiasm and
interest stay
consistent and a
motivating resource
for my team”—Caryn
Lerner, CEO, Beauty

Brands

“We need to
embrace the ever-
changing dynamic of
the beauty industry.
Our strategy, as a
result, will remain
flexible and
encompass the
creative nature that
drives our salon

business.”—-Mindi
Coday, senior vice president/GMM of
merchandising, Beauty Brands

“For me, the key takeaway from the
Summit is how fast change is occurring, and

you had better get
ahead of it or you
won't exist. The
customer is changing,
and we need to think
further out. As a
result, I will approach
my strategic planning
in Spring 2018 for 2019
differently than ever
before!”—Phil
Horvath, president

and chief operating officer, Ratner
Companies 

“The conference was thought-provoking in
providing a futuristic view of the industry. We
need to listen to the messages of change from
large-scale issues like automation to new daily
challenges like the expectations of the
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left: Beauty Solutions’ VP Marketing Wes Brown. second from left: Number 4 Hair Care’s Brand Director Toni Wells and Neuma Research’s President
Jeffery Orrell. right: Aloxxi International’s Director of Sales Abbie Porsche, Director of Marketing Kim Donavan, Managing Director Myriam Clifford,

Jennifer Parks (sales) and President/CEO George Schaeffer.

Emmett and Beth Hickey, Spa
Specialties Representatives

Jeffery Orrell, Neuma
Research, LLC

Caryn Lerner, Beauty
Brands

Mindi Coday, Beauty
Brands

Phil Horvath,
Ratner Companies
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millennial work force
and client base. My
other key takeaway
was the importance of
coming together as an
industry to influence
legislation affecting
our industry.”—Trevor
Attenborough,
general manager, Kao
USA Inc.

“Without question, the biggest takeaway for
me was the importance of influencers and
community, in general. Peter gave the example
of Nike’s fitness platform and Henry Shein
positioning itself as an educator more than a
distributor. Kevin threw out a stat that
Instagram plays a role in 75% of purchases.  

“Influencers have been top-of-mind for me
as of late because we are in the process of
launching our first influencer campaign for
Trust Beauty. I had some great conversations
with other attendees about how to find
influencers, how to pay them and how to
structure a campaign. Those conversations
alone were worth the trip.”—Tom Murphy,
president, Trust Beauty

“My key takeaway from the Summit comes
from Pete Sheahan’s presentation: We must
not be surprised by the speed with which
disruption comes and changes our industry.
We see it coming; the question then is: What

are we going to do
about it? I will take
this as a call to action,
and work with my
salon and my brand to
shape a new future for
us.”—Ryan Sieverson,
president, Seven
haircare

“My biggest
takeaway was how each of the speakers kept
coming back to data again and again, and how

marketers and the
industry can use data
in new and different
ways to empower
their businesses. It’s
exciting to hear the
topic discussed so
much when you are in
the business of
providing data and

insights for the
industry like Kline is.”—

Carrie Mellage, vice president, Kline Group

“The Electric Chair is a salon in San Diego
that I purchased a year ago by happenstance.
The learning curve has been fast. A friend
suggested that I join the PBA to show that I
was learning and involved at some level in the
industry. I was pleased to learn of their
involvement with the Cut It Out program. In

the past 6 months, I
have recreated our
brand and social
media, launched a
new website and
hired employment
attorneys. I have kept
most of the team.

As far as 2018, we
will plan for more
marketing to let

people know that our salon of 33 years still
stands, rebuild our social media exposure with
videos, start a customer loyalty program,
engage in ethical community involvement and
charity work and sponsor/work with a new
student in training. We will also consider
offering a coffee bar with real cappuccino, add
a barber chair to accommodate gents and
return to the salon’s original vibe by reopening
the Art Gallery within the salon.”—Marcia
Wood, owner, Electric Chair, LLC

“The world is changing very quickly, and
traditional marketing is no longer enough. You
must be actively involved in digital marketing
and begin to understand and promote totally
differently than you have in the past.”—Bruce
Selan, vice president, Zotos International

The next PBA Executive Summit takes place
at the end of 2018. Watch Beauty Industry
Report for the date/location announcement
and visit probeauty.org/execs. 
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left: Tressa’s Owner Connie Barrett and Bold 3PL Logistics Bob Peel. center: Beauty Industry Group’s CEO Derrick Porter and National Salon
Resources CEO Mike Hicks. right: Revitalash’s Director of Store Sales & Strategic Planning Catherine O’Daniel and Sales/Strategy Manager

Cherie D’Urso.

Trevor Attenborough,
Kao USA Inc.

Ryan Sieverson,
Seven Haircare

Carrie Mellage, Kline
Group

Marcia Wood,
Electric Chair LLC
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Arrojo NYC has partnered with Cool Beauty
Consulting to extend product distribution,
educational opportunities and their network
of Ambassador Salons in Kentucky,

Tennessee,
Ohio,
Indiana and
Michigan.

Says Nick
Arrojo,
owner and
founder of
Arrojo NYC,
“To continue
the growth
while
maintaining
our values,
we wanted a

distribution partner with a similarly familial
focus and commitment to education. Cool
Beauty Consulting not only has a history of
incredible success working with salons, as a
team of award-winning hairdressers, they
understand the importance of education for
the salon owner and stylist, as well as the
importance of retail numbers.”

“Nick has built an inclusive brand that
wants to share success and elevate our craft,”
says Bennie Pollard, Cool Beauty Consulting
president. “That’s the kind of integrity we
love. Through this partnership, we can offer
beauty professionals benefits like profitable
product packages and a rewards system that
gives back to the business and the stylist.”

Upcoming educational events include a
look-and-learn razor cutting seminar with
Nick in Cleveland on February 19, in
Indianapolis on February 26, in Birmingham,
MI, on March 12 and in Louisville, KY, on
March 19. Reach Steven DeCola, national
sales director, at steven@arrojonyc.com. Visit
arrojonyc.com.

After a 5-year hiatus from the beauty
industry, the Emiliani family name has
returned. Following the acquisition of
Emiliani Enterprises by SalonCentric in
2012, the Emiliani family retained its Paul
Mitchell division and continued to operate as
Paul Mitchell Metro. After recently reaching
an agreement with SalonCentric, the family
has renamed the company Emiliani Metro. 

“We are ecstatic about this change,” says
Nancy Emiliani-Daugenti, vice president of
Emiliani Enterprises. “This agreement allows
us to operate under our family’s name, which
we hold very close to our hearts.”

The Emiliani family started doing business
in 1954 when its founder, James Emiliani,
began servicing barbers from the back of his
truck. He was later joined by his brothers
Domenic, Sal and Roi. Domenic went on to
start Roma Beauty Supply in Central Jersey,
which later merged with Emiliani Beauty
Supply to form Emiliani Enterprises.

“We want to thank the employees,
customers and vendors who have supported
us for the past 60 years,” says Maria
Emiliani-Galasso, vice president. “Emiliani
Metro will use the SalonCentric store
division to complement their seasoned salon
consultants. The beauty industry has been
through many changes in recent years. With
many companies and brands that have come
and gone, the core family values of respect,
integrity and loyalty that Emiliani was built
on remain steadfast.”

Adds CEO Carl Galasso, “While we
believe that technology should be utilized to
enhance our operations, it can never replace
personal connections. Our business was built
on relationships, and that is the core
foundation of our business today.”

Emiliani Metro services the New York and
New Jersey Metro markets with 20 salon
consultants, an incredibly friendly and
personal touch customer service department
and a 24/7 website. The company is proud
to distribute John Paul Mitchell Systems,
Lasio and other sundry brands. They are also
partners with the TRVST academy for
business programs to help salons become
more successful. Visit emilianimetro.com.

The Kirschner Group, Inc. recently
presented the 2017 Distributor of the Year

Award for
Sales
Innovation and
Favorite
Beauty
Industry
Disruptor to
Thomassen
Beauty Supply. 

“It is so
rewarding to
help my
customers grow
their businesses
and achieve
their goals!”

says Gail Hanrahan, sales executive, the
Kirschner Group. Visit kirschnergroup.com.

L'Oréal has been recognized for its
worldwide leadership in sustainability, ranking
as the top-performing global company and
best-performing personal products company
on Newsweek's 2017 Global 500 Green
Rankings. Through its global sustainability
program,  Sharing Beauty With All, L'Oréal is
reducing its environmental footprint,
strengthening its positive social impacts and
transforming how it operates, innovates,
designs and manufactures its products.

Cosmoprof North America was honored for
best Print Advertising Campaign at The
International Association of Exhibitions
and Events Art of the Show competition. 

“The 2017 print campaign set out to bridge
the global events (Las Vegas, Hong Kong and
Bologna) while representing unity and
diversity in the beauty industry,” says Daniela
Ciocan, CPNA marketing director. CPNA will
take place in Las Vegas on July 29- 31. Visit
cosmoprofnorthamerica.com. 
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from left: Bennie Pollard, Cool
Beauty Consulting president;
Steve Decola, Arrojo national

sales director; Nick Arrojo,
Arrojo owner/founder; Jeff

Petro, Cool Beauty Consulting
director of sales. 

from left: Chris Thomassen,
secretary/treasurer,

Thomassen Beauty Supply;
Kate Thomassen.

president,  Thomassen
Beauty Supply; and Gail

Hanrahan, sales executive,
The Kirschner Group, Inc.



Beauty Industry Group, which offers
professionally-installed hair extensions
and lash growth products, has added
Michaeline DeJoria Heydari, vice chairman
at John Paul Mitchell Systems, and John
Golliher, former chairman of Beauty
Systems Group, to its Board of Directors.

“Michaeline and John both bring world-
class strategic and operational experience to
BIG and have already proven invaluable
through their early contributions to our
growth,” says Derrick Porter, CEO of BIG. 

Michaeline grew up in the beauty industry
alongside her father, John Paul DeJoria. “She

is a gifted leader who
also possesses a truly
artistic perspective
blended with a very
good business mind,”
says Derrick. “We
needed her to help us
in our go-to-market
strategy and to
decipher between
fads, trends and
products that are here
to stay.”

John has more than 30 years of
experience in the full-service beauty industry.
He played an integral role at Beauty Systems
Group, serving as its president for nine years. 

Says Derrick, “We are excited to work with
John because of his business acumen,
extensive knowledge of professional beauty
and his ability and willingness to shoot
straight, to tell me what I can do to be a
better CEO. I’ve learned more in the past
several months from John than I have in the
past 10 years.”

He adds, “With the addition of John and
Michaeline, BIG is now poised to further
accelerate our growth. Our capacity is now
enhanced and we are looking to take on

bigger challenges and to stretch ourselves to
reach our full potential in every part of the
industry in which we operate.

In addition to Michaeline and John, the
BIG Board includes Drew Johnson, chairman

of the board, co-
founder and
managing partner,
Gauge Capital;
Logan Woolley,
founder, Beauty
Industry Group;
Derrick Porter, CEO,
Beauty Industry
Group; Richard
Schoonover, founder,

International Designs
Corporation; Tom

McKelvey, co-founder and managing
partner, Gauge Capital; and James Jackson,
principal, Gauge Capital. Visit
beautyindustrygroup.com.

SureTint Technologies, developer of the
Mia (My Intelligent Assistant) software for
salons and colorists, has tapped Larry
Kane as vice president of business
development. Larry’s 25+ year, senior-level
sales and education beauty industry career
has included working with companies such as
Clairol, Takara Belmont and Goldwell. He

owns Jonathan Kane
Salon & Spa in Illinois.

Larry is responsible
for managing and
growing the company
within the
professional beauty
sector and developing
education/training
programs. 

“SureTint
Technologies is an

innovative company with unlimited potential
and a true entrepreneurial spirit. The Mia
software, as well as new technologies in the
pipeline, will provide essential business tools,
information and support that have never
existed before,” says Larry. Reach him at
lkane@suretint.com. Visit suretint.com.

David Stanko is the new vice president,
technical design and education, for hair
color brand Madison Reed. Previously, he
was a master colorist and brand ambassador
for Redken 5th Avenue NYC. For more than
21 years, David played a pivotal role in
Redken's global product launches, including
educating and inspiring hair color
professionals around the world.

David is a major talent acquisition for
Madison Reed and the most recent
milestone in the company's momentum.
Madison Reed recently announced $25
million in venture capital funding—led by
Comcast Ventures—to fund the national
expansion of Madison Reed Color Bars.

"We are at a
pivotal moment in
our company," says
Madison Reed CEO
and Founder Amy
Errett. "It is a huge
honor to have an
educator of David's
caliber join us full
time. He will ensure
our clients continue

to have a phenomenal,
prestige experience while we quickly grow
the company. Meanwhile, David's formula
acumen and artistry are incredible resources
for our team, as we expand our product
portfolio."

David is a hair color visionary, popular
with celebrities and salon-industry insiders.
As vice president of technical design, he will
travel globally to work with the company's
manufacturers and suppliers. In his
educational role, he will direct the training of
Madison Reed's Color Crew, a team of
certified colorists who provide color services
at Madison Reed Color Bars and consult
with clients in multiple ways: in person and
via phone, email, online chat and Facebook
Messenger.

"The deep relationship between colorists
and their clients is based on trust,
communication and education," says David.
"You can have the best products in the world,
but for the customer to have success, she has

News cont. on page 20
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to learn about the product. Education is in
my DNA, and I can't wait to bring my
experience to Madison Reed."

"This company is such an interesting
disruptor," he continues. "Women have always
wanted to take control of their beauty, but
no one was truly focused on that in the hair
color industry. Not only is Madison Reed
serving these women, it is celebrating them.
The traditional boundaries between at-home
and the salon are disintegrating, and Madison
Reed is at the epicenter of a new way to
think about color and beauty. I couldn't be
more thrilled to be joining this company at
such an exciting time." 

David is relocating to San Francisco, but
he will return frequently to New York to
continue his longstanding relationship with
Licari Cutler Salon on Manhattan's Fifth
Avenue. Visit madison-reed.com.

Alban Muller has appointed Dawn Kosaik
as  U.S. director of sales. Previously, she
served as northeast regional sales manager.

Dawn has more than
15 years of technical
expertise  in the
personal care and
beauty Industry.

She will be in
charge of the  U.S.
skin
care  and  ingredients
market, with a focus

on  natural
formulations, which is a strong area of
growth for the company

Alban Muller manufactures 100% natural,
innovative and globally compliant actives as
well as finished products, ready to be filled
and distributed. Reach Dawn at
dawn.kosaik@albanmuller.com. Visit
albanmuller.com.�

Ratner Companies, the largest family-
owned and operated chain of hair salons in
the country, has appointed Darren Mangus
as senior vice president of people, heart
and culture. In this newly created role,
Darren will lead the company’s efforts to

infuse Passion, Purpose and Values into
everything it does, and ensure the unique

culture lives and
thrives far into the
future.   

Darren will
oversee culture
strategy, brand
services, internal
communications,
leadership and
operations training,
field recruitment,
and associate

engagement and development. 
Darren has over 23 years of experience as

a retail executive. Most recently, he was the
vice president of talent acquisition and
leadership development at Ulta Beauty.
Prior to that role, he was a regional vice
president for Ulta, overseeing the Midwest.
Before joining Ulta, he was a district manager,
flagship district manager, and regional
manager at Bath and Body Works.

“We truly believe Darren is an ideal fit for
this position,” says Phil Horvath, president
and COO of Ratner Companies. “Darren is
passionate about people and leadership
development, and he will be a positive force
for our organization.” 

“As the people company of the beauty
industry, we see the addition of a talented
and experienced leader such as Darren as an
important step in ensuring that we keep our
focus on supporting our Salon Professionals
and our Resource Center associates in
realizing their potential,” adds Dennis Ratner,
founder and CEO of Ratner Companies. Visit
ratnerco.com.

Bassett Salon Solutions Inc. has named
David Grijalva director of operations. As an
integral member of the executive team,
David focuses on business process
improvement, operational efficiency, supply
chain, distribution and best-of-breed business
systems. His role is to instill a culture of
operational excellence that fulfills Bassett’s
mission of delivering unprecedented
customer service and integrity in all they do.

David brings more than 15 years of
experience in operational expertise to the
company. Prior to joining Bassett, he served
as vice president of operations for a
conglomerate of vertically integrated
companies in the health and wellness and
consumer-direct industries, where he
developed and oversaw all elements of

global distribution,
business
operations and
information
technology. In
recent years, David
has served as head
business
consultant to
consumer goods
enterprises, where
he drove global

initiatives to re-engineer company systems,
processes and procedures to improve
operational effectiveness in synergy with
revenue growth. Visit 4bassett.com.

Leandro P. Rizzuto, co-founder with his
parents and chairman of the board for
Conair Corporation, has died after a long
and difficult fight with pancreatic cancer.

“We are deeply
saddened by the
loss of our leader,”
says Ronald T.
Diamond,
president of Conair
Corporation. “Mr.
Rizzuto was a man
who loved life and
people and deeply
loved our
company. He was

our leader, mentor
and teacher,

encouraging those around him to always
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strive to do more than we thought we could
do, and be greater than we thought we could
be." Ronald says that the company will honor
Lee by continuing to develop innovative new
products that use emerging technology to
improve the everyday lives and businesses of
Conair's consumer and professional
customers all over the world. 

“It is what Lee would want us to do," says
Ronald, “and we'll do it!" The entire team of
the worldwide Conair Corporation extends
its sincerest condolences to Lee’s four
children and the entire Rizzuto family.

Lee founded Conair with his parents in
1959. Over the past 58 years, he and his
family grew the small hair appliance and hair
care company into a multinational
corporation. Today, Conair is marketed in
over 125 countries, together with its BaByliss,
Cuisinart, Waring and many other brands.
The Rizzuto family is committed to
continuing the business and gives thanks for
the overwhelming number of heartfelt
condolences from around the world.

David William Cannell, PhD, died recently
at the age of 73. His quest for the next
advancement in hair and skin led to many
breakthrough technologies for Redken,
which he joined in 1972. His contributions to
research, product development and

international
marketing earned
him the title of
senior vice
president. At
Redken, he brought
forth ground-
breaking
innovations still
present in Redken
products today,
including CAT

Treatment, Shades EQ Conditioning Color
Gloss and Extreme Anti-Snap.

Following the acquisition of Redken by
L’Oréal in 1993 and subsequent move of
Redken to the East Coast in 1994, David’s R&D
scope evolved to heading all of the L’Oréal
USA hair brands until he retired in 2009.

David earned a PhD in physical organic
chemistry from Yale University in 1970, after
completing undergraduate studies at
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in 1966. 

“David was not only a brilliant scientist
but an incredibly generous person with his
time and knowledge, always serving as a
resource to others,” says Shane Wolf,
worldwide general manager for Redken. “He
was passionate about working with
hairdressers and advancing the industry. He
leaves a legacy of scientific excellence that
continues to drive Redken as a brand today.”

“David was an industry icon and will be
greatly missed,” says Leslie Marino, general
manager for Redken. “Through his
contributions to the Redken brand and later
L’Oréal USA, he was able to touch those who
used our products to grow their salon
business and better their lives. David’s
dedication to science and the salon
professional was apparent in all he did.”

“We lost an industry legend, a true
innovator and very special man,” adds
Christine Schuster, senior vice president,
education, L’Oréal Professional Products
Division. “David had a real passion for
creating beauty through science and he
crafted many of the most trusted
professional products used in salons around
the world today. He made science simple and
hairdressers successful.”

“For 34 years, David and I were privileged
to travel the Redken world, sharing the
message of Beauty through Science, Beauty
with an Attitude and Science with a Sizzle,”
says Ann Mincey, Redken brand consultant.
“In the lab, David and the R&D team created
amazing products based on three simple
concepts to which salon professionals
related easily: pH, protein and
professionalism. Whether on stage or
backstage, at a sales meeting or editor
deskside, David taught with clarity and
humor the structure of hair, how the
products interacted with the hair and how
the salon professionals could use those
products to get the effects they wanted.
David was my colleague and more, he was
my friend.”

Malcolm Weston Bonawits, 71, of Boca
Raton, FL, and Pocono Manor, PA, has died
of complications from mantle cell
lymphoma. He was the founder of the

Malcolm’s
Haircutters chain
of hair salons that
has been in
continuous
operation for 41
years in
Northeastern
Pennsylvania.  

Born in Wilkes-
Barre, PA and raised

in Plymouth, PA, Malcolm was a proud
veteran, having enlisted after graduation from
high School and serving in the U.S. Air Force
as a crew chief on C-130 airplanes during the
Vietnam conflict. After receiving his
honorable discharge, he attended East
Stroudsburg University and Stroudsburg
School of Cosmetology, and upon
graduation in 1976, he started his company,
opening his first salon as owner-operator in
Mount Pocono that same year. After 12 years
as an active hairstylist, he decided to
dedicate all of his time to running and
growing the company, which he did until his
untimely passing. 

Malcolm had a lifelong interest in politics
and civic affairs, and strongly believed in
being involved in his community. At the local
level, he served on the Mount Pocono
Municipal Authority for five years, on the
Mount Pocono Planning Commission for five
years and on the Pocono Township Zoning
Board for 22 years, 20 of them as chairman.
At the state level, he served two three-year
terms on the Pennsylvania State Board of
Cosmetology as a professional member. 

In 1991 he became involved in the beauty
industry on a national level. As co-chairman
of the Government Relations Committee of
the International Chain Salon Association
(now ISBN) for 13 years, he worked with
legislators at both the state and national
levels on behalf of the salon industry. He
also recognized the importance of beauty
schools and continuing education, and in

News cont. on page 22
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1993 joined other beauty industry leaders on
the Advisory Council on Cosmetology
Relations in Education (ACCRED) in
Washington, DC. In 2003, he was elected by
beauty schools nationwide to the board of
the National Accrediting Commission of
Cosmetology Arts and Sciences. The
Professional Beauty Federation led him to
once again interact with legislators and
government officials to further the interests
of his industry.  

Malcolm’s honors included induction into
the Hall of Fame of the Pennsylvania
Association of Private School
Administrators, the Role Model in the
Cosmetology Industry recognition from the
Cosmetology Advancement Foundation, a
nomination for the Salon Entrepreneur of the
Year—Global Salon Business award, and a
“Bizzy” award from the Pocono Mountains
Chamber of Commerce. But his proudest
accomplishment was always his company,
which he led successfully for the past 41
years. A testament to his abilities and his gift
for people are the many stylists who 10, 20,
and almost 30 years after they started remain
with the company and consider him a
beloved father figure and mentor. 

Malcolm was a passionate sports fan and
an owner of the Scranton Eagles semi-
professional football team during 1990 and
1991. In later years, he was also an avid golfer.

He is survived by his wife Maria, his uncle
Alfred Weston (JoAnn), brother David
Bonawits (Sandy), sisters Gail Jones (Tom),
Elizabeth Seaforth (Robert) and Jane Jones
(Joel), and his cousins, nieces and nephews.

In addition to his many accomplishments,
business acumen and political savvy,
Malcolm will be remembered for his love of
family, his loyalty to his friends and his
passion for animals, especially for his beloved
Basset hounds. Charitable contributions may
be made in his memory to the Animal
Welfare Society of Monroe (AWSOM), 3129
Godfrey Ridge Road, Stroudsburg, PA 18360,
or to the Pocono Wildlife Rehabilitation
and Education Center, 361 Cherry Street,
Stroudsburg, PA 18360. A memorial service is
planned for April.  

Wahl Clipper has an opening for a product
manager—wet & promotional goods. This
position is located at company headquarters
in Sterling, IL. This position is responsible for
managing all phases of the product life from
product inception to sourcing and
manufacturing with outside suppliers and
consultants. The product manager will
manage a time-sensitive schedule to ensure
that products are introduced, cost savings
realized and forecasts are prepared on a
timely basis. He/she will maintain profits and
search for cost reductions without
cheapening the product’s appeal to the end
user. 

The position requires a Bachelor’s degree,
with a marketing major preferred, 10 years’
experience, strong computer/Microsoft
Office skills, forecasting knowledge, strong
planning/organizational skills and an ability
to collaborate effectively in a team
environment. The candidate shows respect
for individuals by valuing diversity, listening
and considering others’ ideas; exercises
change management skills by embracing
change with little resistance; and has strong
verbal and written communication skills

Reach Elizabeth A. Weier, human
resources talent acquisition specialist, at
baweier@wahlclipper.com. Visit wahlpro.com.

Dale Dees knows hair. His celebrity clients
and professional achievements have put
him on the map as an internationally
acclaimed hair stylist. His new product
line, GOGLAM by Dale Dees, includes six
hair-care products that protect, manage and

style hair in extreme conditions, including
humidity like that in Florida where he works.
Inspired by Dale’s clients who had tried one

product after another and
still couldn't find the best

combination to style and
maintain their hair in the
Florida heat, GOGLAM offers
shiny and frizz-free results. 

“One of the many
challenges that I faced along
with my clients was the
unyielding Florida humidity.

Not many products can withstand that test,”
explains Dale. “I believe that if a
product can pass the 95%
humidity test, women all over
the country and the world will
benefit.”

In addition to dealing with
extreme humidity, Dale also
found that many of his salon
clients had significantly more

heat exposure
and damage
to their hair. A
large number were not using
a thermal protectant on their
hair before using a flat iron or
a curling iron, which inspired
a number of products in the
GOGLAM line. All GOGLAM
products are alcohol-,
paraben-, sulfate- and
sodium-chloride-free.

The GOGLAM line
includes Define and Shine
Texture Cream (SRP $18.00),
Silkening Potion (SRP $19.25),
24K Argan Oil Serum

(SRP $36.00), Platinum Gloss Mist
(SRP $21.00), Diamond Thermal Mist
(SRP $16.50) and Total Repair Leave-In
Conditioner (SRP $18.25). 

Dale works out of Salon Muse in Winter
Park, Florida. Opportunities are available for
distributors, beauty supplies and salons. For
more information and details, reach Dale at
goglamfl@aol.com and visit
goglambydaledees.com.
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Olaplex recently announced to its
customers that its No. 3 Hair Perfector
will be available in Sephora, on
sephora.com and sephora.ca, effective
January 19, 2018. The company said that
extensive publicity, celebrity
testimonials, media awards and the
every-day use of Olaplex by millions of
professional stylists all over the world
have created an enormous demand for
Olaplex No. 3. This will provide a
legitimate, safe and accessible source for
Olaplex to consumers who do not
frequent professional hair salons.

“We do not believe that this will
negatively impact either your
professional service business with
Olaplex nor your retail selling of the No.
3,” said the company. “Sephora has
tremendous respect for the professional
stylist and will feature various stylists using
Olaplex and salons that carry Olaplex on
sephora.com. Sephora will also honor the
salon-suggested retail price. There will be a
salon locator on Sephora to drive consumers
to salons for Olaplex services, as well as
professional stylists showcasing professional
services.”

Beauty Industry Report applauds this
open communication. Brands that give their
customers the respect they deserve will find
that those salon owners and stylists return
the respect and understand business
decisions—when they aren’t a surprise.

Prose, a fresh and custom-made hair care
line co-created by hair professionals,
recently launched its platform and
announced a $5.2 million Series A funding
round led by Forerunner Ventures with
participation from Correlation Ventures.
This brings Prose’s total funding to $7 million,
which includes capital from early investors,
including Lerer Hippeau Ventures, Maveron,
ISAI and Red Sea Ventures.

Whether clients collaborate with their
own hair stylists or go directly to
Prosehair.com, they benefit from hair
professionals’ expertise and algorithm-driven
formulations to create unique hair care

products. The Prose collection includes
Shampoo, Conditioner and Hair Mask,
which are freshly made-to-order in NYC and
shipped directly to the client’s home.

The brand was founded by a team of
former L’Oréal and Phyto executives with 40
years of combined experience in beauty,
science and technology and includes CEO
Arnaud Plas, R&D Adviser Catherine Taurin,
CTO Nicolas Mussat and Vice President of
Product Paul Michaux. They say they
founded Prose to fix diversion, which has
plagued the salon industry for decades. Prose
is not only a hyper-tailored hair care service
for consumers, but also a reimagined retail
solution for the new generation of
independent stylists and salons.

“With an experienced group of investor
partners, we’re thrilled to build Prose and
offer a true and unique salon-quality
experience,” says Arnaud Plas, co-founder
and CEO. “We’re reinventing the way that
stylists retail products by enabling them to
co-create the unique hair care solutions that
their clients need. Salons and stylists can
now grow sustainable retail businesses with

made-to-order products that can’t be
found elsewhere.”

The Prose experience begins with a
holistic consultation that clients can
take with their stylist or on their own
on prosehair.com, assisted by a Prose
professional, to assess scalp needs, hair
goals, lifestyle habits and environmental
exposure (pollution, UV, humidity, etc.).
This guarantees only the most essential
ingredients are bottled to treat and
nourish hair for long-term health. Each
exclusive formulation also accounts for
personal preferences, whether they are
vegan, gluten-free or fragrance-free.
Prose’s in-house chemists and engineers
have sourced 76 natural ingredients and
developed a proprietary algorithm that
evaluates 85 data points to create
exclusive, custom-made formulas with
more than 50 billion combinations.

Funds from the Series A will be
used to continue building Prose’s U.S.
team of seasoned industry

professionals with global expertise. Capital
will also be used to amplify the brand’s
scientific research on utilizing artificial
intelligence in its hair and scalp diagnostic
process and further engineer its distribution
platform as the service scales.

Prose is currently building a network of
hair-obsessed stylists through its proprietary
platform, and 1.2 million U.S. hair stylists can
now register on the brand’s website,
prosehair.com, and download the app (iPad
only) to join the community. Stylists make a
commission on the initial and repeat
purchases from their clients.

“The team at Prose is in a unique position
to unveil the discord between salons and
manufacturers of traditional hair care brands,”
adds Kirsten Green, founder and managing
director of Forerunner Ventures. “Traditional
professional quality products, which have
been commoditized, can now regain their
value through the power of custom-made.
With a proven track record of excellence,
Arnaud, Paul, Nicolas, and Catherine bring
years of expertise to reinvent the U.S.
market.” Visit prosehair.com. 
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Prose custom-made hair care includes Shampoos (SRP
$28.00 to $38.00), Conditioner (SRP $28.00 to $38.00)
and Hair Masks (SRP $38.00 to $58.00). Formulas are
cruelty-free, non-toxic and free of sulfates, parabens,
dyes, phthalates and GMOs. Ingredients can include
pomegranate peel, sacha yushi oil, plant stem cells,

hyaluronic acid, geranium and lemongrass essential oils. 
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The new Bed Head by TIGI Waves & Curls
Collection is infused with hydrating
coconut water, frizz-fighting Babassu and
Brazil nut oils and softening Baobab fruit
extract to let you control your curls up to

72 hours.
Calma

Sutra
Cleansing
Conditioner
(SRP $22.00)
is a no-foam,
sulfate-free
formula that
gently
cleanses
without
stripping
essential oils,
conditions
and
detangles,
leaving hair

smooth, soft, shiny and prepped for styling. 
Screw It Curl Hydrating Jelly Oil (SRP

$22.00) is a leave-in transformative jelly oil
that adds intense moisture and shine.

A hero for all types of waves and curls,
Foxy Curls Contour Cream (SRP $22.00)
provides light hold and definition so waves
retain their shape. 

Foxy Curls Extreme Curl Mousse (SRP
$22.00) provides definition and strong hold
for unruly ringlets for up to 72 hours!

Get Twisted Anti-Frizz Finishing Spray
(SRP $22.00) is a fast-drying spray that fights
friz as it weightlessly locks in curls.

On The Rebound Curl Recall Cream (SRP
($22.00 ) reforms rebellious curls into soft
and defined ringlets, instantly tames unruly
styles and springs them back into shape with
just a scrunch.  Visit bedhead.com.

MOP’s new POMegranate collection
includes daily shampoos, conditioners and
styling products plus a restorative oil and
mask treatment. Products are rich in
essential fatty acids and contain punicic
acid, a compound found naturally in
pomegranate fruit, which is known for its
ability to quickly strengthen and revive dull,
tired hair. 

The line includes MOP POMegranate
Smoothing Shampoo (8 oz./SRP $24.00,
33.8 oz./SRP $48.00), MOP POMegranate
Smoothing Conditioner (8 oz./SRP
$26.00, 33.8 oz./SRP $52.00), MOP
POMegranate Smoothing Lotion (4.24 oz./
SRP $24.00), MOP POMegranate Glossing
Pomade (4.25 oz./SRP $27.00), MOP
POMegranate Nourishing Mask (8.45 oz./
SRP $35.00) and MOP POMegranate
Nourishing Oil (1.7 oz./SRP $32.00).

A dollop of each multi-tasking product
becomes a multi-sensory experience of
naturally beautiful and always toxic-free
benefits—more vibrant color, greater
resilience, supreme luster, smoothing, etc. —
resulting in luxurious, healthy hair each step
of the way. Visit mopproducts.com.

Affinage Salon Professional adds the
Metallics collection of shades to its Infiniti
range of permanent hair color. The
deposit-only color is for use
on pre-lightened, clean
blonde hair (no yellow
tones) and includes eight
shades—Pearl, Pearl Rose,
Grey Rose, Light Violet,
Bronzed Amber, Copper
Rose, Mahogany Violet and
Light Blue. Each must be

used with the Metallic Activator.
It’s available open-stock in 100-ml
tubes or in an intro kit that includes
eight colors, two 250-ml activators,
a shade fan and five brochures. Visit
affinage.com.

Keune Haircosmetics North
America introduces Miracle Elixir,
the service and retail duo that

reduces internal hair damage up to 80%
and leaves hair twice as soft with just one
20-minute mask treatment. As a result,

strong, healthy hair stands up to chemical
treatments, heat styling and environmental
effects, while retaining its softness and shine.

A tailor-made in-salon treatment, Keune
Care Miracle Elixir Concentrated Keratin
Booster combines with Keune Care Miracle
Elixir Keratin Spray (MSRP $30.00) for home
use to boost both service and retail revenues.
Both the deeply nourishing and restorative
treatment and the take-home spray pamper
strands with a sophisticated blend of keratin,
hydrolyzed keratin, oxidized keratin and
water. It mimics the hair’s natural keratin to
repair damaged hair from the inside out. Visit
keune.com/na.
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Switch Products introduces Style The
Runway, a line of hair care that brings
runway styling to consumers every day.
The lifestyle brand was created by hair
stylists Woody and Amy Michleb, who are
known for creating designer looks on
runways from NYC to Los Angeles to Miami.

Products (SRP $26.00 to $30.00) feature
chic, sleek modern packaging that offers
custom artistic imagery. Each product name
makes it relatable to the expected results. 

The line includes High Heels, a volumizing
spritzer; Fresh Pressed

Blow-dry Lotion; Beauty Queen 3-in-1 Hair
Spray, Luscious Curls Curl-Enhancing
Creme, Urban Defense Protect, Detangle
and Prime, Photo Ready, a taming spray;
MultiTasker Styling Fixer, Liquify Botanical
Styling Oil, Silk Veil Shine Serum and Oil
Therapy Repairing Argan Oil.

Products are fully intermixable and
customizable and formulas are sulfate-,
paraben-, gluten- and alcohol-free. Made-in-
the-USA formulas are infused with natural
botanical extracts and vitamins.

For distribution opportunities, contact
Andre Chiavelli at
achiavelli@yahoo.com. Visit
styletherunway.com.

Farouk Systems USA, the maker of BioSilk,
launches Silk 21, a line for hair and skin to be
sold exclusively at Sally Beauty Supply until
March 2018. Formulas
feature 21 amino
acids derived
from natural silk
and keratin for
strength. Products
replenish dry or
damaged hair with
essential
moisturizing
botanical extracts
and herbs.  They also
provide thermal protection and strengthen
and revitalize hair while leaving it silky
smooth with incredible shine and UV
protection. The line also prevents color loss.

Products include Silk 21 Hydrating
Thermal Protecting Shampoo (SRP $14.99,
Silk 21 Hydrating Thermal Protecting
Conditioner (SRP $14.99), Silk 21 Leave In
Thermal Protecting Styling Cream (SRP
$16.99) and Silk 21 Silk Repair & Shine
Serum (SRP $14.99). Visit farouk.com.
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North American Aveda Artist Ronnie Prince of Civello Salon in Chicago, is the global winner of the 2017 Aveda Global Fashionista Competition, a
photographic competition that showcases the creative talent of Aveda Artists from all over the world. His image is on the right. This year, there
were 24 country winners from three regions: North America, Europe/Middle East and Asia. Kliff Stephanou of Gina Conway Aveda Salons and
Spas, Wimbledon, in the United Kingdom, was named the regional winner for the region of Europe/Middle East. He won for his beautiful look
that includes a detailed rope and braid (left). Ming Hsun Tsai of Yue Rong Li Zhi salon in New Taipei City, Taiwan, was named the Asia Pacific

regional winner for his stunning look (center), which includes an undone braid. “I like surfing and diving, so the idea for the hair color placement
and the hair style is inspired by the coral reefs,” Ming said. As part of the prize, Ronnie, Kliff and Ming won the opportunity to work backstage at

New York Fashion Week in February 2018.
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Inspired by beer, crafted by men, new
Redken Brews offers the next generation
of men’s hair care, styling, skin care and
color needs. The collection includes stylers;
beer-inspired, malt-infused hair-care
formulations; skin solutions for shavers and
non-shavers; beard care and no-foil, no-fuss
color for men. The line includes repackaged
iconic products upgraded to include malt,
plus six new products to complete the
collection.

They include Redken Brews Daily
Shampoo and Conditioner (SRP  $15.00
each), Extra Clean Shampoo (SRP $15.00),
Mint Shampoo (SRP $15.00), 3-in-1 (SRP
$15.00) to cleanse and condition the hair and
cleanse the body; Wax Pomade (SRP $18.00),
Finishing Cream (SRP $16.00), Cream
Pomade Maneuver (SRP $18.00), Holding
Gel Grip Tight (SRP $16.00), Fiber Cream
Dishevel (SRP $18.00, Molding Paste Work
Hard (SRP $18.00), Texture Pomade Outplay
(SRP $18.00),  Clay Pomade (SRP $18.00),
Extreme Gel (SRP $16.00), Hairspray (SRP
$18.00), Shave Cream (SRP $18.00), Beard and
Skin Oil (SRP $15.00) and Cleansing Bar (SRP
$10.00). Redken Brews Color Camo is an in-
salon hair color service that lets stylists
camouflage grays in 5 minutes. The
ammonia-free, liquid, demi-permanent hair
color is available in new packaging. For more
information, visit redken.com.

Enzo Milano launches the SX ENZOcool
Comb, a heat comb featuring 21
individual thermal fins coated with
Tourtanium, a breakthrough in coatings
developed by Enzo that specifically
protects hair from heat damage. Not only
does the SX protect the hair, it guards the
skin against burns because the ENZOcool
screen acts as a safety barrier, allowing
closer-to-root heating without burning. It
heats up to 350°F to 430°F in 30 seconds
and features auto shut-off, an eight-foot

heavy duty cord and 360-degree swivel for
comfortable use.

The Enzo Milano SX ENZOcool
Comb’s innovative design is a
game changer, cutting styling
time in half. The SX is able to
preserve volume and achieve a
blown-out look. Sealing the
cuticle starting at the root, it
locks in moisture and shine,
preserving the longevity of each

strand! 
Distributors carrying the SX Comb

include Twinstate Salon Supply,
which sold 1,000 units during the 2-
month launch, and Sweis Inc. Reach
Brett Cayton, vice president of sales,
at brett@enzomilano.com. Visit

enzomilano.com.

Balmain Paris Hair Couture debuts the
Cordless Straightener. Perfect for traveling,
working on location or backstage, this
straightener is equipped with titanium

floating plate technology, which ensures even
distribution of heat and glides easily through
hair. Its design is ergonomic, making it ideal to
handle for longer sessions. It features three
pre-set heat settings, ranging from 160°C
/320°F to 200°C/392°F. Reach Nancy Carroll,
director of business development, Balmain
North America, at
nancy.carroll@balmainhair.com. Visit
balmainhair.com.

Consumers now have the power to design
their own unique color of high-
performance, 7-Free nail polish using the
new Alex|Tay Custom Nail Polish app.

Paul Wolff,
founder and CEO
of Alex|Tay, says,
"It's as easy as
snapping a
picture,
tapping a
color and
creating your
own custom,
high-quality nail
polish named to
reflect your sense of
humor, fashion or mood.”
You get your custom color in
about a week, and there are millions of
options.”

Alex|Tay polish is the first nail brand to
earn a Silver level Material Health Certificate
through the Cradle to Cradle Products
Innovation Institute. The certification means
that Alex|Tay polish contains no substances
known or suspected to cause cancer, birth
defects, genetic damage or reproductive
harm. Download the app for iPhone or
Android and check it out. For more
information, reach Patty Schmucker at
patty@americanmadebeauty.com. Visit
https://alexandtay.com/.
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Repêchage CEO and Founder Lydia Sarfati
served as an honorary speaker at the first
anniversary of American Dreams Beauty
Center, a full-service wellness center
located in the heart of Zakopane, a
popular tourist destination in Poland.

“Repechage was the first brand we
introduced,” said American Dreams Beauty
Center owner Patrycja Furczon. 

Lydia and exclusive Repêchage Russia
distributor, Actual, hosted a two-day Master
Class in Moscow for more than 60 beauty
professionals on the newest innovations in
professional peels and at-home sheet masks.
She also provided insights on using galvanic
machines as part of a thriving business plan.

“Hard work, dedication and an investment
in your passion are what it takes to fulfill
the American Dream,“  said Lydia, who
shared her American Dream Story with
attendees. They also learned about the
Biolight Luminex Mask, a clay cream mask
that combines AHAs with deep-cleansing
kaolin clay to get a peeling effect without
potential irritation, and the new Repêchage
Triple Action Peptide Mask, a power-
packed sheet mask that combines multiple
peptides and pure seaweed extract to help
hydrate, firm, and brighten the skin’s
appearance. Visit repechage.com.  

New Plantioxidants from founders Susie
Wang and Joshua Wadinski  is a USDA-
certified organic skin care line based on
the fundamental values of living a clean,
healthy lifestyle that not only cherishes
the body, but works to impart good on
others and the planet. Dedicated to
transparency and trust, Plantioxidants ensures
those core values are found in both the
product and the packaging. 

The line includes Watercress &
Dandelion Cleansing Foam (SRP $55.00),
Yuzu & Sake Facial Cleanser (SRP $68.00),
Tea Tincture Toner (SRP $95.00), 16 Herb
Detox Mask (SRP $88.00), Cucumber & Kale
Juice Mask (SRP $68.00), Camu Camu &
Turmeric Scrub + Mask (SRP $78.00), Chaga
& Ginseng Serum (SRP $110.00), Power Seed
Menagerie Oil (SRP $95.00), Power Seed
Menagerie Cream (SRP $105.00), Power Seed
Menagerie Cream – Light (SRP $98.00),
ABCDE Eye Cream (SRP $95.00) and Bio
Fermented Tea Eye Cream (SRP $88.00).

Plantioxidants formulas include USDA-
certified organic ingredients plus the brand’s
concentrated antioxidant complex, which
contains antioxidants from more than 20
plants to protect, correct and deeply nourish
your skin. Formulas are made in the USA, so
the products travel shorter distances from
production to consumer. 100% recyclable
BPA-free bottles are made from 100% post-
consumer recycled plastic, meaning there is
no virgin plastic used to create them. The
boxes for all Plantioxidants products are
made from 100% recycled and 100%
recyclable paper, and use environmentally-
friendly soy ink. Visit plantioxidants.com. 

MYSKINBUDDY (SRP $264.99) is a new
multi-purpose device that offers cleansing
and light therapy in one single tool. Not a
cleansing brush but a smooth, ionic,
sanitary surface that lifts dirt and dead
cells from the skin, it offers four proven

technologies—
LED Light
therapy, Ion
care, ultrasonic
vibration and
thermal heat
therapy—and six
settings. Blue
light helps treat
acne and

hormonal breakouts. Green light helps calm
redness, rosacea and irritation after waxing.
Red light provides rejuvenation and anti-aging
benefits. The device can also cycle through
all three light therapies during a single
treatment.

MYSKINBUDDY was intended for
estheticians to use in the treatment room to
deeply, yet gently,
cleanse and
exfoliate the skin,
enhance product
penetration, treat
the signs of aging,
reduce redness and
inflammation,
stimulate collagen
renewal and skin
rejuvenation, reduce the appearance of fine
lines, wrinkles and pores and kill P. acnes
bacteria, which can lead to acne. Clients will
notice immediate visible results from the
very first treatment, and long-lasting results
with continued use at home. Use it with
cleansers, toners and serums. 

Not only can skin care professionals
generate revenue through incorporating
MYSKINBUDDY in their treatment rooms, but
also by selling the device for home use to
maintain spa results between appointments. 

The device is currently used in more than
300 spas. For distribution opportunities,
reach creator/owner Ghada Abuhakmeh at
844-MY-SKIN-1 or sales@myskinbuddy.com.
Visit myskinbuddy.com.
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Lydia Sarfati (center in black) with Patrycja
Furczon, owner of American Dreams Beauty
Center (left), employees of American Dreams

Beauty Center (in red) and Daria Labut,
owner of DJ Beauty (far right).
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Ulta Beauty, Inc. (NASDAQ:ULTA) recently
announced financial results for the 13-
week period Third Quarter) and 39-week
period (First Nine Months) ended October
28, 2017, which compares to the same
periods ended October 29, 2016.

“Our third-quarter results clearly
demonstrate the strength and distinct
advantages of the Ulta Beauty business
model,” says CEO Mary Dillon. “We
delivered double-digit comparable sales
growth, in spite of a moderation in the
growth rate of our largest category—makeup
—and meaningful disruption from hurricanes.
We flexed our merchandising and marketing
plans, leveraged our consumer insights and
CRM platform, and worked with our brand
partners to create compelling offers for our
guests. We also benefitted from the
unmatched breadth of beauty categories and
products we offer. Those levers allowed us
to drive significant share gains, continue to
rapidly grow our base of loyalty members,
and thrive amidst shifting category trends
within the beauty industry.”

For the Third Quarter:
• Net sales increased 18.6% to $1,342.2

million from $1,131.2 million in the third
quarter of fiscal 2016. The Company
estimates that Hurricanes Harvey and Irma
resulted in approximately $14 million in lost
sales;

• Comparable sales (sales for stores
open at least 14 months and e-commerce
sales) increased 10.3% compared to an
increase of 16.7% in the third quarter of fiscal
2016. The 10.3% comparable sales increase
was driven by 6.0% transaction growth and
4.3% growth in average ticket. The Company
estimates that Hurricanes Harvey and Irma
resulted in approximately 100 basis points of
negative impact to comparable stores sales in
the third quarter of fiscal 2017;

• Retail comparable sales increased
6.6%, including salon comparable sales
growth of 3.8%;

• Salon sales increased 10.8% to $66.9
million from $60.4 million in the third
quarter of fiscal 2016;

• E-commerce sales grew 62.9% to $119.8
million from $73.6 million in the third
quarter of fiscal 2016, representing 370 basis
points of the total company comparable
sales increase of 10.3%;

• Gross profit as a percentage of net
sales decreased 110 basis points to 36.7%
from 37.8% in the third quarter of fiscal 2016,
due to deleverage in merchandise margins;

• Selling, general and administrative
(SG&A) expenses as a percentage of net
sales decreased 90 basis points to 23.9%,
compared to 24.8% in the third quarter of
fiscal 2016, due to leverage in corporate
overhead and variable store expenses
attributed to cost efficiencies and higher
sales volume, partially offset by investments
in store labor to support growth initiatives
and charges related to the hurricanes;

• Pre-opening expenses increased to
$9.7 million, compared to $6.9 million in the
third quarter of fiscal 2016. Real estate
activity in the third quarter of fiscal 2017
included 48 new stores, two relocations and
five remodels compared to 42 new stores,
one relocation and six remodels in the third
quarter of fiscal 2016;

• Operating income increased 16.5% to
$162.7 million, or 12.1% of net sales,
compared to $139.7 million, or 12.4% of net
sales, in the third quarter of fiscal 2016;

• Tax rate decreased to 35.8% compared
to 37.4% in the third quarter of fiscal 2016.
The decrease was primarily due to the
adoption of a new accounting standard at
the beginning of this fiscal year for employee
share-based payments, and income tax
credits;

• Net income increased 19.5% to $104.6
million compared to $87.6 million in the
third quarter of fiscal 2016; and

• Income per diluted share increased
21.4% to $1.70, including a benefit of $0.04
due to a lower tax rate, a benefit of $0.03

due to a lower share count, offset by
approximately $0.08 due to the impact of
Hurricanes Harvey and Irma in the quarter,
compared to $1.40 in the third quarter of
fiscal 2016.

For the First Nine Months
• Net sales increased 20.5% to $3,946.9

million from $3,274.2 million in the first nine
months of fiscal 2016;

• Comparable sales increased 12.1%
compared to an increase of 15.4% in the first
nine months of fiscal 2016. The 12.1%
comparable sales increase was driven by 6.9%
transaction growth and 5.2% growth in
average ticket;

• Retail comparable sales increased
8.6%, including salon comparable sales
growth of 7.1%;

• Salon sales increased 14.3% to $203.7
million from $178.2 million in the first nine
months of fiscal 2016;

• E-commerce comparable sales grew
68.2% to $320.4 million from $190.5 million
in the first nine months of fiscal 2016,
representing 350 basis points of the total
company comparable sales increase of 12.1%;

• Gross profit as a percentage of net
sales decreased 30 basis points to 36.4%
from 36.7% in the first nine months of fiscal
2016;

• SG&A expenses as a percentage of net
sales decreased 60 basis points to 22.5%
compared to 23.1% in the first nine months of
fiscal 2016, due to leverage in corporate
overhead and variable store expenses
attributed to cost efficiencies and higher
sales volume, partially offset by investments
in store labor to support our growth
initiatives;

• Pre-opening expenses increased to
$20.0 million, compared to $14.2 million in
the first nine months of 2016. Real estate
activity in the first nine months of 2017
included 86 new stores, five relocations and
10 remodels compared to 79 new stores, two
relocations and 11 remodels in the first nine
months of fiscal 2016;

• Operating income increased 23.3% to
$530.9 million, or 13.5% of net sales,
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compared to $430.6 million, or 13.2% of net
sales, in the first nine months of fiscal 2016;

• Tax rate decreased to 34.8% compared
to 37.5% in the first nine months of fiscal
2016. The decrease was primarily due to the
adoption of a new accounting standard at
the beginning of this fiscal year for employee
shared-based payments;

• Net income increased 28.8% to $347.1
million compared to $269.5 million in the
first nine months of fiscal 2016; and

• Income per diluted share increased
30.4% to $5.58, including a benefit of $0.20
due to a lower tax rate, a benefit of $0.07
due to a lower share count, offset by
approximately $0.08 due to the impact of
Hurricanes Harvey and Irma, compared to
$4.28 in the first nine months of fiscal 2016.

Balance Sheet: Merchandise inventories
at the end of the third quarter of fiscal 2017
totaled $1,349.7 million, compared to $1,137.0
million at the end of the third quarter of
fiscal 2016, representing an increase of $212.7
million. Average inventory per store increased
6.5% compared to the third quarter of fiscal
2016. The increase in inventory was driven by
109 net new stores, the opening of the Dallas
distribution center, investments in inventory
to ensure high in-stock levels to support
sales growth, and incremental inventory for
new brands and the expansion of certain
prestige brands.

The Company ended the third quarter of
fiscal 2017 with $106.8 million in cash and
short-term investments.

Share Repurchase Program: During the
third quarter of fiscal 2017, the Company
repurchased 590,861 shares of its stock at a
cost of $131.7 million. Year to date fiscal 2017,
the Company has repurchased 1,237,949
shares at a cost of $309.8 million. As of
October 28, 2017, $136.4 million remained
available under the $425.0 million share
repurchase program announced in March
2017.

Store Expansion: During the third quarter
of fiscal 2017, Ulta opened 48 stores located
in Arvada, CO; Bartlesville, OK; Baxter, MN;
Benton, AR; Bloomington, IN; Bloomington,
MN; Brighton, CO; Broken Arrow, OK;

Brooklyn, NY; Cedar Knolls, NJ; City of
Industry, CA; Columbus, OH; Coralville, IA;
Creve Coeur, MO; DeWitt, NY; Evergreen
Park, IL; Franklin, IN; Fresno, CA; Great Falls,
MT; Greenfield, WI; Hopkinsville, KY; Hot
Springs, AR; Johnstown, CO; Lansing, MI;
Lebanon, PA; Manhattan, KS; Moscow, ID;
Mundelein, IL; New York, NY; Niles, IL; Oak
Ridge, TN; Philadelphia, PA (1); Philadelphia, PA
(2); Plant City, FL; Plover, WI; Pompano Beach,
FL; Pooler, GA; Portland, OR; Sacramento, CA;
Salina, KS; Spanish Fork, UT; St. Cloud, FL; St.
Louis, MO; Thousand Oaks, CA; Vallejo, CA;
Wenatchee, WA; Yonkers, NY; and Yuba City,
CA. Ulta ended the third quarter of fiscal
2017 with 1,058 stores and square footage of
11,140,819, representing a 11.3% increase in
square footage compared to the third
quarter of fiscal 2016.

Outlook: For the fourth quarter of fiscal
2017, the Company currently expects net
sales in the range of $1,926 million to $1,959
million, compared to actual net sales of
$1,580.6 million in the fourth quarter of fiscal
2016. Comparable sales for the fourth quarter
of 2017, including e-commerce sales, are
expected to increase 8% to 10%. The
Company reported a comparable sales
increase of 16.6% in fourth quarter 2016.

Income per diluted share for the fourth
quarter of fiscal 2017 is estimated to be in
the range of $2.73 to $2.78. This assumes a
tax rate of 37.4% and excludes any impact of
the new accounting standard for share-based
payments. This compares to income per
diluted share for the fourth quarter of fiscal
2016 of $2.24.

The Company is reaffirming its
previously announced fiscal 2017 guidance.
The Company plans to:

• achieve comparable sales growth of
approximately 10% to 11%, including the
impact of the e-commerce business;

• grow e-commerce sales in the 50% to
60% range;

• open approximately 100 new stores;
• remodel 11 locations and relocate 7;
• deliver earnings per share growth in the

high twenties percentage range. This includes
the impact of the 53rd week, the impact of

approximately $370 million in share
repurchases, and the impact of the tax rate
benefit recorded year to date, and excludes
any tax rate impact from the new accounting
standard related to share-based payment for
the rest of the year and the impact of
Hurricanes Harvey and Irma; and

• incur capital expenditures in the $450
million range in fiscal 2017, compared to prior
guidance of $460 million and 2016 capital
expenditures of $374 million. The fiscal 2017
increase in capital expenditures includes
approximately $80 million to fund prestige
brand expansions.. Visit ulta.com.

The fourth annual Natural Hair Industry
Convention in Atlanta featured nearly 40
technical and theory-based natural hair
classes, business development workshops
and hundreds of hair stylists from around
the world. Presenters included Diane C.
Bailey, natural hair care pioneer; Kari
Williams, PhD, celebrity stylist/trichologist;
and Michelle London, Sherelle Holder and
Typh the Braider, natural hair artists of
Essence China. Also offering expertise were
Shavonne Riggins of Curlkalon; Cornell
McBride, Jr. of Design Essentials; Renee
Morris of Uncle Funky’s Daughter; Anita
Hill-Moses of Natural Hair Restoration
Products; and Bernard Bronner of Bronner
Brothers Haircare Products/the Bronner
Brothers International Beauty Show.

“Making the show a destination education
retreat in Atlanta allowed us to get our full
wish list of natural hair industry leaders.” said
Angela Walker, co-founder. Added Susan
Peterkin-Bishop, co-founder, “We surpassed
expectations with registrations and were
blown away by the quality of the
professional  attendees. Atlanta has set us up
for an even better convention in 2018.” For
more information, visit
thenaturalhairindustryconvention.com/

News continued on page 30
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Ninth Circuit Concludes Cosmetology
Students Are Not Employees of School
A new column by Edward Cramp, Aaron T.
Winn and Bryce Young

On December 18, 2017, the Ninth Circuit
held in Benjamin v.
B&H Education,
Inc.,F.3d, No. 15-17147,
2017 WL 6460087, that
cosmetology students
were not employees of
their schools. In doing
so, the Ninth Circuit
joined the Second and
Eleventh Circuits in

adopting the primary
beneficiary test to

determine whether students are employees.
The Benjamin case was the first to reach a
decision from the Ninth Circuit and joined
many other jurisdictions that had previously
dismissed virtually identical cases (including a
recent affirmance of summary judgment by
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh
Circuit).

The Benjamin plaintiffs were former
students who alleged that under federal,
California and Nevada law, they should have
been paid wages as employees for the time
they spent practicing skills in the school’s
clinic classroom and performing concierge
duties (e.g., cleaning, sanitizing, greeting
clients, recommending hair products, etc.).
U.S. District Judge Vince Chhabria for the
Northern District of California granted
summary judgment for the school, holding
that “Plaintiffs were not employees under
federal or state law because Plaintiffs were
the primary beneficiaries of the educational
program and they had not shown that [the
cosmetology school] subordinated the
educational function of its clinics to its own
profit-making purposes.” [Note: Duane Morris

represented B&H Education in this case in the
Northern District of California.]

The Ninth Circuit affirmed. With regard
to the federal claims, the Benjamin court
concluded that “the primary beneficiary test
best captures the Supreme Court’s economic
realities test in the student/employee
context.” In doing so, the court rejected the
Department of Labor’s intern test as being
“too rigid” and not in accord with case law.
The Ninth Circuit then looked to
nonexhaustive factors to conclude the
students were not employees. Such factors
included that: 1. no students had expected to
be paid, 2. students “received hands-on
training in the clinic and academic credit for
the hours they worked,” 3. the “clinical work
corresponded to [the students’] academic
commitments,” 4. the students did not
participate in the clinic program longer than
was required by state law, 5. students “did not
routinely displace the work of paid
employees,” and 6. students “had no
expectation of employment [with the
schools] upon graduation.” In short, all of the
factors confirmed that the plaintiffs were the
primary beneficiaries of the time they spent
completing their course curriculum and were
thus never employees of the school.

With regard to the state law claims, the
Ninth Circuit confirmed that Nevada follows
federal law, so plaintiffs’ claims failed for the
same reasons their federal claims failed. The
court also refused to apply California’s joint-
employer “control” test to the
student-school context because “schools
typically exercise significant control over
their students, but that does not make them
employers.” Thus, the Ninth Circuit reasoned
that the California Supreme Court would
rather apply a test that is “similar to the FLSA
primary beneficiary test.” Under that test, the
plaintiffs were not employees of their
school.

Conclusion: The Ninth Circuit’s opinion
has important lessons for schools with
students who learn in a clinic by providing
services to paying members of the public.
Specifically, schools should take care to
inform students that they are not employees

and will not be paid a wage. All tasks in the
clinic should be tied to an educational goal
with documentation and curriculum to
support the claim.

Disclaimer: This Alert has been prepared
and published for informational purposes
only and is not offered, nor should be
construed, as legal advice. 

For more information, reach Edward
Cramp at EMCramp@duanemorris.com.
Aaron T. Winn at atwinn@duanemorris.com
or Bryce Young at byoung@duanemorris.com.
Visit duanemorris.com.

The Beauty Changes Lives Foundation’s
2018 Legacy Award will posthumously
honor Horst Rechelbacher, founder of
Aveda and Intelligent Nutrients, on

Sunday, April 29,
2018, at The Beauty
Changes Lives
Experience co-
hosted by
America’s Beauty
Show and Pivot
Point International.

The event at the
iconic Art Institute
of Chicago will

include an intimate
Legacy Award dinner followed by a Runway
Fashion Show that showcases sponsored
NextGen teams and their mentors. Horst’s
partner in life and business Kiran Stordalen
and his daughter Nicole Thomas-
Rechelbacher will accept the award
honoring his contributions to the industry.

All proceeds benefit The Beauty Changes
Lives Foundation, which has raised more than
$5M in scholarships for aspiring beauty and
wellness professionals.  

“Our fund-raising Beauty Changes Lives
Experience allows us all to pay forward by
supporting the next generations in beauty,”

News cont. from page 29
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notes Lynelle Lynch, president of the non-
profit Beauty Changes Lives Foundation.
“Honoring Horst is a privilege for the
Foundation, and in doing so, we also honor
the thousands of industry members who
were touched by Horst, by his life’s work and
his talent for encouraging success in others.”

To purchase tickets for the 6th Annual
Beauty Changes Lives Experience, visit
https://beautychangeslives.org/bcl-
experience/.

Gino Barbo's ucare foundation has reached
$250,000 in stylist donations! Ucare is

funded through
usmooth salon
sales and private
donations. This
foundation
exclusively
supports stylists
who have
experienced
unexpected
financial or medical
tragedies. As an

industry veteran of over 30 years and owner
of usmooth and Salon Service Group, Gino
felt passionately about giving 2% of all
usmooth salon sales back to the stylist
community. Nominations are privately
submitted by employees, and recipients are
chosen based on imminent need and severity
of circumstances. To date, ucare has touched
54 stylists and their families.

“Along with the hardship has also come
the complete appreciation of the core
goodness of people,” said a ucare recipient.
“The support and love of my family and
community have left me brimming with
warmth and gratitude. A reminder that there
is so much good out there. I can’t wait to feel
100% and pay it forward. Thank you to ucare
and usmooth so much for the kindness. Keep
doing what you do—it matters. I will be
forever thankful.”

For more details on ucare and usmooth,
visit salonservicegroup.com and
http://usmooth.com/ucare//.

Gino Barbo

ACROSS
1 WBRA s January event, goes with 28 across
8 Optimistic
9 Long Beach Show
11 Pantone's color of the year
14 ____ Riot
16 Flat-nosed pooch
17 Santa ___
18 Lee's company
20 City of Hope Honoree's accessory
22 ___ general rule, 2 word
24 Reuben lives here
25 Bethany's Dad
28 See 1 across
32 Calvin Harris, for example
34  Cheyenne's state
35  Symbol for sodium
37 Apple ___ Shampoo
38 Who's your daddy?
The first reader to send a correctly completed
puzzle to jayne@bironline.com wins a $25
Starbucks gift card. We will post the winner
and answers on our Facebook page after that.

DOWN
2 Vidal ___
3 Have a snack
4 Mike ___
5 __ beat
6 This beauty show is 101 Years Young
7 "Oh, my!"
10 Thrill
12 Prefix with dermis
13 Surf's partner
15 Everyone's favorite Bruce
18 Penn or Teller, e.g.
19 Usher's offering
21 Moroccanoil family
23 Mandalay Bay beach stuff
25 Color to dye for?
26 Bar stock
27 Monopoly piece
29 "I ___ you one"
30 Big Apple initials
31 Film equipment, for short
33 Month for new resolutions, abbr.
36 Phoenix's state?



Regis Corporation will close
about 600 non-performing
company-owned SmartStyle
salons on January 31, 2018. 

"Our people are at the center
of who we are and what we do,"
says Hugh Sawyer, president and
CEO of Regis Corporation. "To
retain the unique talent and
loyalty of our stylist community,
we intend to offer many of our
impacted stylists and salon
managers comparable positions in
other SmartStyle or Regis family
of brands salons.

"Consistent with our multi-year
strategic plan, Regis is taking steps
in 2018 to restructure our salon
portfolio to improve shareholder
value and position the company
for long-term growth. Today's
announcement, when combined
with the previously announced
sale and subsequent franchising of
our mall-based and international
salons, delivers on that
commitment.

"This initiative is a positive step
forward, and we anticipate it will
allow Regis to reallocate capital
and human resources to grow our
remaining 2,000 SmartStyle salons
strategically with creative new
offerings within Walmart.

"Regis is committed to
maintaining our leadership
position in the salon industry,"
adds Hugh. "As a result, we are
making significant strategic and
operational changes to increase
traffic, invest in new technologies,
decrease non-strategic costs,
expand our franchise capabilities
and create a new eco-system for
customer interaction." 

"With SmartStyle and other
Regis brands continuing to
maintain an extensive company-
owned and franchised footprint
across the country, we believe this
action will substantially complete
the restructuring of our
nonperforming company-owned
salon portfolio," Hugh concludes.
Visit regiscorp.com.

ICMAD is expanding its Dallas
office, maintaining its
Washington, DC, office and
closing its Deerfield, IL, office,
as of January 31. Visit icmad.org.

Capital Hair Products will host
the 2018 Capital Hair Show on
February 11-12, 2018, at the
Historic Loews Hotel in
Annapolis, MD. The show
features two days of interactive
demonstrations highlighting
international educators from
Balmain Hair Couture and Wella,
and leaders in entrepreneurship
marketing. For more information
about the event, reach Marisa
Kahn, vice president, sales and
marketing, at 703-624-8794 or
marisa@capitalhairproducts.com
and visit capitalhairproducts.com.

The first Cosmetology & Barber
Convention/Expo of Central
California is coming to the Big
Fresno Fair on February 24-25,
2018, with a pre-event mixer
planned for February 23.  

Additionally, the event will be
the official home to the popular
Central Valley Barber Battle,
including new competitions for
makeup artists, hair stylists, nails
and lashes. 

Vendor booth space starts at
$100. For ticket information or to
sponsor the event, call/text
559-362-4046 and visit
jliveent.com.

At the recent International
Salon and Spa Expo in Long
Beach, CA, the Professional
Beauty Association announced
the debut of STYL, the PBA
Beauty Experience. It will debut
on January 26-28, 2019, in Long
Beach, CA. Not an expo or a
convention, STYL is an experience
during which the leaders, learners,
students, owners and the beauty
industry come together to
experience beauty.

STYL will fuel attendees’
creativity, letting them see, touch,
buy and experience what’s now,
what’s next and what they need
to succeed. The North American
Hairstyling Awards and the
Beacon student program will
move from Cosmoprof North
America to this event. The
traditional ISSE will move to
October 2019. Visit probeauty.org.

Our sincerest condolences to
Spornette International’s Alan
Sporn and his family on the loss
of their beloved wife and
mother, Barbara, to cancer. Alan
asks us to “honor her by doing
something good to or for
someone just out of the goodness
of your heart.” We will, Alan.
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